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Abstract
The submitted paper deals with the in-depth analysis of bilateral relations between the
Hellenic Republic and the Czech Republic. The research is based mainly upon the Czech
sources, which are fairly unknown in the Hellenic environment, so the comparison may work
as a reflection for other researches. The Thesis examines mutual historical, cultural, political
and economic analogies, similarities and differences in order to show wide complexity of
mutual connections and relative closeness between the two countries. On the background of
aforementioned analysis bilateral political relations and mutual economic linkage are
examined.

Περίληψη
Αυτή η μεταπτυχιακή εργασία είναι μία ανάλυση, που ασχολείται με διμερείς σχέσεις
ανάμεσα Ελληνική Δημοκρατία και Δημοκρατία της Τσεχίας. Αυτή η έρευνα βασίζεται
κυρίως στις τσεχικές πηγές, οι οποίες μπορεί να είναι άγνωστη στο Ελληνικό περιβάλλον. Η
εργασία πραγματεύεται την αμοιβαία ιστορικές, πολιτιστικές, πολιτικές και οικονομικές
αναλογίες, ομοιότητες και διαφορές για να δείξει τις μεγάλες

πολυπλοκότητες των

αμοιβαίων συνδέσεων μαζί με σχετική εγγύτητα μεταξύ των δύο χωρών. Μετά αυτή η
ανάλυση εξετάζονται αμοιβαία πολιτικές και οικονομικές σχέσεις.
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Introduction
Greece and the Czech Republic are two European countries, which share historical events of
the same time and space. They are official allies united under the EU and NATO. They have
the common obligations, they must defend each other and they also have to follow common
European law. Both of them take part in the process of Europeanization and they went
through its main issues.
Within the Europe Greece and the Czech Republic seem to be quite remote: the distance,
the language, the ethnicity, regions are different. If we look closer, we may notify that there
are quite surprising sameness between the two countries. This M.A. thesis will try to prove
that both of them have much more in common than considerate. It will also try to
demonstrate that consequences, which were sometimes literally opposite for one and the
other country, are having common background. So in fact, both societies may sometimes
look each other quite without understanding and not realizing at the moment that their
opinions had arisen from completely the same paradigm.
After the Great War 1914–1918 European countries started to leave system of
bilateralism, which had been bounding the countries by series of treaties. In the more and
more globalizing world it appeared to be clumsy solution, which could not have prevented
disasters of wars. Within the 20th century world definitely adopted preference of multilateral
relations that for instance created EU. If there is a demand to explore what are relations
between two countries, it must be taken into consideration all broad effects, which have
flown into current settings. If we want to fully understand the real range of their bilateral
relations, we simply cannot ignore their mutual multilateral settings, under which both are
succumbed. Due to the effects of globalization and Europeanization as a result of
overwhelming multilateralism, we have to understand that volumes on bilateral level are
relative.1
Having the issue projected into this paper, we cannot expect that Czech Republic stays in
the top interest of Hellenic Republic and the same works opposite. We have to calculate that
1

Thompson Alexander and Verdier Daniel, Multilateralism, Bilateralism and Regime Design. Unpublished
manuscript, Department of Political Science, Ohio State University (2011)
http://politicalscience.osu.edu/faculty/athompson/Lateralisms.pdf, retrieved 8. 7. 2013.
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both countries are generally small and between them there are a lot of other EU countries,
so that the stake of influence is categorized proportionally. Both countries participated in all
major European events and they had to somehow determine against them so that they can
create a viable state with ability not only to survive, but also to play an active and
perspective role of its future. For this purpose this determination are taken into board,
because it allows us to understand the particular steps, which has leaded the one or the
other country into various statuses. If we sort out the volumes comparing by each other, we
may find the answer, whether the contacts are on adequate level. What the author tries to
achieve are the specific large amount of similar occurrences that Greece and the Czech
Republic are quite close countries. Sometimes the opposite decision of one country may
serve as the example “how it could have looked like” if the other country chose the same
way.
To understand the wide complexity it will be examined how the history was shared and
what consequences it had for both nations. To point out the paradigm of a mutual
interconnection, author decided to sort out data according to the resemblances, distinctions
and mutual connections rather than to follow general chronological arrangements. In case of
resemblances and distinctions there is not a condition of a mutual direct contact. Analogy of
the both Czechs and Greeks may and may not be coming from the same international
settings. The particular affairs may or may not include both nations directly, remotely or not
at all in the same time. The key characteristic is comparison of affection on the evolution of
Czech and Greek affairs. The focus is stressed to similar consequences that it had for both
nations.
The distinctions are set up on similar mechanism, where the engagement of both in the
particular affair or occurrence is not required. According to the theory of analogy the key
necessity is to define reasons for choosing the each particular syntactic properties of the
knowledge representation.2 By understanding the phenomena of key affairs the analogy of
similarities and differences may be stated. The next part deals with noticeable direct
contacts. They may look rare and limited on one hand, but on the other figuring out the
distance, size of both nations and being part of different regions, direct contacts seem to be

2

Gentner Dedre, “A Theoretical Framework for Analogy”, IN: Cognitive science, Vol. 7 (1983), pp.155–170.
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quite frequent and important for each other. The mutual relations show higher level than
those one country holds with another comparable state in the region.
With the knowledge of the three chosen criteria similarities, differences and mutual
contacts it will be examined the development of bilateral political and economic relations.
This preceding analysis is fundamental condition that helps us to understand the political
relations between the two countries correctly. In this part the development of mutual
bilateral relations are examined from the moment, when both countries existed in the same
time.
The level of political relations is directly proportional to the economic linkage. So after the
examination of bilateral political relations, the mutual trade relations are described either.
Having good relations on official level is necessary precondition for creating vital financial
ties.3
As stated the first part does not respect the chronology, and it is the only part which
ranges deeply into history. The part dealing with political and economic relations is generally
divided into three main periods: The first starts by establishment of first Czechoslovakia in
1918, because before 1918 only Greece had existed. The period ends by the World War II.
The second period copies the age of the Cold War 1948–1989 and the third period is
examination of current affairs ranging from 1989 until 2013. The author based its study on
the Czech sources, because he speaks perfectly Czech. Understanding and knowing the
Czech experts dealing with the topic may bring to the Hellenic academic sphere other (the
Czech) look. So it can serve as remote reflection of the same issues and it can be a subject of
a comparison in future.
So what is the real level of mutual relations? How did history of Europe affect both
countries and how it was projected into their mutual relations? What do they have in
common? How do they share time and space? How one country has affected the other one?
Before we start with serious analysis, author would like to point out a bit relaxed
comparison he has observed in happenings of 2004. On the backgrounds of the events of the

3

Sennholz F. Hans, “Economics and Politics”, SafeHaven, 4. 9. 2005.
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year having impact for both countries, he tries to sketch concordance with their mutual
relations.

4

The enchanted symbolic of 2004
It takes 2004 kilometers to travel from Prague to Athens on road. The distance 2004
commemorates important events that happened in the same year and may be perceived as
turning point either for Czechs and Greeks. The manner and the scope of the events had an
impact to the both nations symbolically in a similar way reminding conspicuously scheme of
their mutual relations. They are not in mutual dependence, but an event, which plays
significant role for the one, has at least a side effect for the other. However, the interaction
is registered and sometimes it even shares the same level of importance. Sometimes their
stances are in common and sometimes they differ. Let’s demonstrate how the happenings in
2004 nicely reflect the scheme of mutual relations.
For the both year 2004 was year full of important events. The Czech Republic was
organizing a world championship in its most popular game – ice hockey. It was broadly
watched by home visitors, because they could see on their own its biggest star Jaromír Jágr.
Jágr belongs among greatest ice hockey players of all times on entire world and he
represents the real success in the Czech sport story. He is probably the most respected idol
who may comment even the political events. There is hardly more respected celebrity at any
field in the country. How ironic may look the fact in largely non-denominational nation that
in 2001 he was baptized by the absolute minor Czech and Slovak autocephaly Orthodox
Church recognized by the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in 1998.4
The championship was roughly halfway through, when the Czech Republic entered into
the EU on the 1st May 2004. The long process of assessment to the EU had finished a year
ago, when the Czech President Václav Klaus and the then prime minister Vladimír Špidla
signed the Treaty of Accession in the OTE building in Athens district Marousi.5 The 2004 had
been still on the way and it was about to bring a great events ahead. The biggest clash
between the Czech Republic and Greece took its place on 30 th June 2004. Greece beat the
Czech Republic by the golden goal in last seconds at semi-finals of the European football
championship, which eliminated one the best Czech team ever from the tournament. That
lost unofficially belongs to the biggest loss for one generation and it created national trauma

4

Jsem pravoslavný křesťan, přiznal Jágr, idnes.cz, 4. 6. 2003,
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among Czech football fans.6 When Theodoros Zagorakis was holding the cup for European
winner over his head, he fulfilled the Czech dream: The underestimated team won the
tournament in the most popular sport with confidence. A month later the Olympic Games
attracted focus of all international public to Athens. Despite the disbelief of organization, the
Greece had prepared unforgettable dream Games, International Olympic Committee
president Jacques Rogge said.7 2004 was the year that brought national and international
successes for Greeks and Czechs became finally once again part united Europe.8
The symbolic meaning of the 2004 for both nations exposes quite accurately how mutual
relations are determined. Both countries were somehow pulled into the same happenings,
while sometimes it shared the level of importance and the other times the event only
touched remotely the other.

6

According to the magazine FotbalPortal.cz the semifinal between the Czech Republic and Greece during EURO
2004 was evaluated in 2008 as the third most unforgettable match in modern history of the Czech Republic.
See Sitek Jakub, “TOP 7 nezapomenutelných utkání české reprezentace,” FotbalPortal.cz, 27. 3. 2008.
7
“Rogge: Athens 'unforgettable, dream Games'”, ESPN, 29. 8. 2004.
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Comparison between the Greek fiscal crisis and the zenith in 2004 is showed in a documentary for Swedish
National Channel. See Pascalidou Alexandra, “Vad är det för fel på grekerna?” (What’s wrong with the
Greeks?), Sveriges Television SVT, November 2011.
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Czech and Greek analogies
Czechs and Greeks have many in common than it is generally expected. Perception of time
and space from the Czech and Greek perspective provides evidences of many similarities.
Even the differences are results of the same phenomena. Lets expose at this place the those
moments in Czech and Greek affairs that resulted in direct or collateral consequences for
both.

Basic political and historical proximities
In 1991 the official census made in both countries showed that there is almost the same
amount of Czechs and Greeks in their countries 10 259 900 Greeks, 10 302 215 Czechs
respectively. The similar figures output in their flat area from the same period: 131 957
square kilometers in case of Greece, 127 876 square kilometers in case of Czechoslovakia.
However, this short notable sameness was achieved by the fact that around 3-7 millions of
Hellenes live abroad, while today’s size 78 866 square kilometers of the Czech Republic is
result of dissolution of Czechoslovakia in 1993.9
Both European nations lost their independence and fell under the rule of powerful empire
for approximately almost four respectively three hundred years. A predecessor of modern
Greece the Byzantine Empire lost the city par excellence Constantinople 29 th May 1453 and
ceased of its existence. During the fall of the city the last emperor Constantine XI Palaiologos
perished at the end of the siege against Ottoman Mehmed II the Conqueror. The stateforming line of Hellenic culture was cut and it had to wait until its renewal in 1821. The
official recognition of the state came nine years later, but in much smaller range than the
former settlement. It was without the centre in Constantinople, which has been the home of
Church since 395. The specific line creating the schism between Western and Eastern
Orthodox Church is generally considered the year 1054. The home of Eastern Orthodox
Church became naturally Patriarchate of Constantinople, which created one of the main
Christian streams. Nonetheless the modern Hellenic state has not been including the
Constantinople. Hence it is disputed to talk about successor of Byzantine Empire. The
modern Greece cannot play the role without the Constantinople. However the Byzantine
Empire was definitely bearer of Hellenic culture and it brought the second recognizing
9

The further evolution of demography and flat leaded to dispersion between the Czech republic and Greece.
Československé sčítání lidu 1991, Český statistický úřad ČSU and Apografi 1991, Elliniki Statistiki Archi, ELSTAT.
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component of Modern Greek society – religion. The Modern Greek statehood is based on
the mixture between ancient Greece and Byzantine Orthodox Christianity.10
Neither did avoid similar destiny to Kingdom of Bohemia, the archaic name for Czech
lands. During the Thirty Year’s War lasted from 1618 until 1648, on the 8th November 1620 a
battle took its place in the place named White Mountain that is now part of broader
municipality of Prague. The combat did not last over few hours, but it had profound and
severe results for the independent kingdom. The kingdom became part of Habsburg
Monarchy. The Peace of Westphalia already confirmed the status. Czech historiography
described that as national catastrophe.11 On the other hand a recent discussion arose among
scientists about the real role of White Mountain. One side follows the general opinion that
the battle leaded to loss of statehood for another three hundred years. The other side
argues that the significance of the battle was exaggerated for purposes of national
awakening and the impact has been lasting up to now.12 As Greeks use terms for this
subjugated period, so do Czechs. “Turkokratia” means for Greeks their subordination over
Turks between 1453 and 1821. Czech term “Temno” (darkness) or “Doba Pobělohorská”
refers to the time of lost independence “Age after the White Mountain” between 1620 and
1918.13
Similar position in Versailles-Washington system
In spite of the fact that there had not been existence of Czech state before 1918, the role of
both nations was quite similar during the World War I. In the Czech case non-existing state
could not have stood against its mother country Austria-Hungary, but because of long time
overseeing request for autonomy and long time subordinated status, the Czech society
swiftly turned against its ruling emperor. Officially fighting under the Austrian forces, an
exile centre leaded by Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk had been created against the Central
Powers. It was gathering its armed forces, which remained small until 1917. The total

10

Thomson George, “The continuity of Hellenism“, IN: Greece & Rome, Second Series, Vol. 18., No. 1 (April
1971), pp. 18–29.
11
There is pleanty of scholars dealing with the topic, e.g:Kučera Jan P., Bílá Hora: 8.11.1620 O potracení
starobylé slávy české, Praha, Havran: 2003.
12
Malý Radomír, Bílá Hora a její místo ve sporu o smysl českých dějin, IN: Distance Revue pro kritické myšlení –
Academica Bohemica, Vol. 46., Issue (2003).
13
Maňák Vratislav, “Cesta k národní tragédii? Dvě hodiny bojů u letohrádku Hvězda”, Česká televize, 8. 11.
2010.
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amount of the so called Czech legions was around 61 thousands armed men.14 A certain
participation of the forces against Central Powers jointly with interim government created a
month before the end of World War I, made the first Czechoslovakia a victorious state. In
the Versailles-Washington System Czechoslovakia became its supporter like Greece.
Greece was facing extremely turbulent times of its history during the World War I. Unlike
Czechoslovakia, Greece had already existed since 1830. Its area was incomparably smaller
and the requested area on the behalf of Ottoman Empire was subject of other neighbors as
well. Hence for Greeks the World War I started in 1912 that became known as Balkan Wars.
The primary target of foreign policy was to connect all lands, where Hellenes had been living.
The so called “Megali idea” (Μεγάλη Ιδέα) was determining factor in upcoming World War
I.15 The uncertainty and anxiety from neighbors that could make use of unstable world
situation and get some of the future victorious formation on their side caused a dissension
known as “Ethnikos dichasmos” (Εθνικός Διχασμός). Finally the pro-Entente wing leaded by
Eleftherios Venizelos prevailed and Greek diplomacy could celebrate the choice of the right
side. 250 thousands Greeks were fighting in the Great War. The victory made pro-Entente
interwar Czechoslovakia and Greece staying on the same board. Both countries were
realizing its weakness among the powers and they were trying to do their best in order to
retain interwar status quo.
After the decade of wars in the commencement of the 20th century that ended for Greece
by Minor Asia catastrophe, a new Hellenic constitution was slightly influenced by the
Czechoslovak constitution of 1920. Articles dealing with accountability of ministries to
parliament were literally undertaken.16 In the turbulent period in the end of August 1923,
the Corfu became occupied by Italian forces due to pretext caused by alleged murder of
international committee for demarcation. International position of interwar Czechoslovakia
was quite similar to the Greek one. That meant the unsure sustainability of new borders by
unwilling neighbors. Czechoslovakian leader Edvard Beneš was aware of vulnerability of its
state and fragile peace. He was also aware of instability of international system, which was

14

Mohr Mcquie Joan, The Czech and Slovak Legion in Siberia, 1917 -1922, Jefferson, NC; USA, McFarland: 2012.
Ribas-Mateos Natalia, The Mediterranean in the Age of globalization: Migration, Welfare & Borders, New
Brunswick, NJ; USA, Transaction Publishers: 2005, p. 94.
16
Hradečný Pavel, “Řecko v meziválečném období”, IN: Hradečný Pavel, Dostálová Růžena, Hrochová Věra,
Oliva Pavel and Vavřínek Vladimír, Dějiny Řecka, Praha, Nakladatelství Lidové noviny: 2009, pp. 392–424.
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turning luck from one country to another randomly depending on the current national policy
and international settings of powers. Under these consequences and rising chaos from
dysfunctional Versailles-Washington system, Beneš as a temporary member of Council was
trying to insist on solutions at diplomatic level. From this reason he was calling
unsuccessfully for request for help in case of Italian occupation of Corfu at the base of
League of Nations. Even though the Italian forces were finally retreated, the uncertainty
about the security of smaller countries raised from former empires had become apparent.17
Because of similar stances on international level, Czech and Greek delegations joint actions
on the field of League of Nations. One of the closest colleagues of Beneš at that time was
Nikos Politis. This Hellenic diplomatist and lawyer he was also in the high position in the
League of Nations.18
At this place should me mentioned, that Czechoslovaks found an inspiration from Greek
history even in its darker period. The specific uniqueness of the Bohemian territory was its
semi-German inhabitation that helped to retain partial touch with the development of
Western Europe. The hundreds years old German population remained in the territory until
1945, when frustrated Czechs expulsed them forcedly with uncontrolled wave of atrocities
to Germans. The legal decree of president Beneš was inspired in the Greco-Turkish transfer
of population pursued from the Convention Concerning the Exchange of Greek and Turkish
Populations in Swiss Lausanne in 1923. At that time the minister of foreign affairs Jan
Masaryk pointed out its salutary effect in the Paris Peace Conference on 15th August 1946.19
Distrust to Powers
As it will be examined, the analogies between the both nations existed further, but the
consequences were a little bit different or put both countries into the opposite results. Thus
the mechanism remains the same. As a direct consequence of high politics a world had been
divided into two spheres from 1944 to 1989. So it happened that Czechs and Greek stood on
the other side against each other. The political proximity on the international level
reappeared again, but it happened after the fall of iron curtain in 1989. Let’s focus to the

17

Nálevka Vladimír, Světová politika ve 20. Století, Praha, Aleš Skřivan mladší: 2000, pp. 92–102.
Dostálová Růžena, Hradečný Pavel, Tsivos Konstantin “Nástin česko-řeckých vztahů”, IN: Hradečný Pavel,
Dostálová Růžena, Hrochová Věra, Oliva Pavel and Vavřínek Vladimír, Dějiny Řecka, Praha, Nakladatelství
Lidové noviny: 2009, pp. 659–663.
19
Dostálová Růžena, Hradečný Pavel, Tsivos Konstantin Nástin… p. 661.
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unification of stances after democracy in the Czech Republic was reborn and the diplomacy
of both countries has been once again expressed by mutual closeness. Two weeks after the
accession of the Czech Republic to NATO in 1999 started the NATO operations against rest of
Yugoslavia. In case of Greece, there have been certainly explicit the worries of similar destiny
projected in the Greek Macedonia and its former interested parties – Bulgaria and FYROM.
But the projection of the analogy lays in different reasons. It is the general distrust of
superpowers that did a lot of damage in their large scale policy into the small nations.
Czechs were representative examples in the interwar era of honest effort to be that is
called “a good and grateful ally”. They were able to calculate the weakness of being a small
nation in a small country, no matter how industrialized and productive it used to be. Being
swollen over and over again by stronger Germanic tribes in the Feudal Age and being
constantly overseen by international power makers made them very anxious about the
future of the faith of interwar Czechoslovakia. After the 1620 and permanent ignorance of
Habsburg monarchy followed by disinterest of other European powers, Czechs simply
resigned to be active patriots. This general description of emotionally pragmatic nation using
as the main weapon sarcastic humor was portrayed in the novel of Jaroslav Hašek The Good
Soldier Švejk. The book was translated into many languages and thus it helped to render a
stereotype that became known internationally.20 In 1938 the anxiety became reality. British
policy of appeasement set up with Nazi Germany partition of Czechoslovakia. British cabinet
of Neville Chamberlain asked Czechoslovakian government not to insist on territorial
integrity. Czechoslovakia was transferred into Nazi sphere of influence with permission of
British and French prime ministers Chamberlain, respectively Édouard Daladier. Especially
the bitter part was the humiliating fact that the Czechoslovak delegation was not even
allowed to be present at decision making process. That is reason why the event has become
known as: “About us, without us.” The atmosphere of betray and magnificent fear was
readable in the then Czech newspapers.

21

Short afterwards the interwar Czechoslovakia

ceased of its existence.
Results of the Munich Agreement are generally considered as betray of Western Allies
and gratitude for being a sincere ally. Similar situation occurred in 1948, when the
20
21

“Haškovo výročí: Google i Český rozhlas připomínají dobrého vojáka Švejka”, Týden, 30. 4. 2013.
See frontpage: Večerní České slovo, 22. 9. 1938, vol. XX, No. 222K.
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communist coup d’état confirmed redirection of Czechoslovakia into the Soviet sphere of
influence. The same re-appeared again in 1968, when Soviet forces started to occupy
Czechoslovakia as a result of a tendency to reform society and to implement into some level
free market economy. After an unconcern of West the Czechoslovak nation felt into deep
depression according to main novelists at that time. Milan Kundera personified the general
feeling in his essay The Stolen West or The Tragedy of Central Europe (Únos západu aneb
Tragédie střední Evropy).22 The pure desperation in the time 1968–1989 has become known
as “era of normalization”. Its main characteristics were loss of independence, bleakness and
general distrust.
Greek experiences with powers are not so tragic. Actually the combination of a very
specific role of Hellenic ancient culture and very expedient geopolitical location helped
among others to create traditional allies Great Britain with support of France. Unlike the
case of Czechoslovakia, Greece did not have to ask for guarantees of its integrity. The
powerful Western protector prevailed in the 19th and even in the 20th century against its
German and Russian counterpart. This fact helped Greeks to avoid many grievances that felt
for instance Czechs as it was examined. Everything did not go according to the plan anyway.
The megali idea and enosis had to be abandoned. On the other hand, watching the political
card in 1830 and today it must be pointed out that the unification was highly successful.
There should not be forgotten the fact that almost all of the northern parts of today’s
Greece including the second largest city of Thessaloniki were subjects of interest of its
neighbors. Greece may be definitely proclaimed as the most effective country in the region
in gaining requested territories of Ottoman’s empire partition. Outside of unification
appeared Cyprus, which Great Britain did not make over and so did happen with Northern
Epirus. The consequences related to losses in Asia Minor are substantially culpable by
inappropriate policy by Greek antivenizelist government.23 The Hellenic distrust to powers
comes from alleged U.S. preference of Turkey to Greece since both countries entered NATO.
Though, U.S. military aid support ratio between Greece and Turkey has been set up 7:10. The
reality of geopolitics really may put into higher priority U.S. – Turkish relations. The Greek
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society does not feel proper treat especially after the occupation of Cyprus has remained
deadlocked and status quo ante bellum is not in sight.24

Differences
As it was examined there are many resembling analogies. On the other hand there are some
significant differing analogies, which sometimes stay in opposite. Now we will point those,
which would be considered as the most noticeable and which author chose as critical for
specify the bilateral relations.
Culture and power
Unlike Greeks, the Czech role during the nation building was more complicated. Not only the
process of independence took its place one century later, there is also not in the background
such a mesmerizing ancient civilization. Hellenic culture has a great value for entire Europe
and its expansion to other continents. In this MA thesis there not enough space to name all
heritages ranging from democratic state regime, philosophy, sciences, art, culture, language,
writing, and architecture to modern basis of European foundation.25 Let’s stress it into a
quotation of a German-American classicist Edith Hamilton: “They [Greeks] were the first
Westerners. The spirit of the West, the modern spirit, is a Greek discovery; and the place of
the Greeks is in the modern world.”26
The loss of Constantinople and cease of Byzantine Empire in 1453 had huge consequences
for the region. The need for new pathways leaded to discovery of America in 1492. It
completely changed a map and it caused a shift of centre from Mediterranean Sea to
Atlantic Ocean and from Italy to Spain, England and France. The side effect was also drop of
importance of former territory of ancient Greece and Byzantine Empire. Suddenly instead of
being in the crossroad of trades between Europe and Asia, Southeastern Europe had to
adapt to its transfer into semi-peripheral and even peripheral position. Under these new
circumstances the recovery was barely thinkable.27
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There is no similar comparison in any historical period of Bohemians. The Czech lands
have never reached such a level of superpower influence. The most shining period may be
proclaimed a rule of Ottokar II of Bohemia who made it by forced power for a short time to
reach Adriatic Sea in the 13th century. From the cultural point of view, the most significant
rule was the one of Charles IV who became first Holy Roman Emperor. During his rule Prague
was promoted to a cultural centre of Central Europe and played a significant role at that
time. But again that was only temporary matter.28
The most incentive Czech movement without foreign influence were probably Hussites. It
was based on John Wycliffe School of thoughts. The religious movement, which in the 15th
century arose after the burn priest and reformer Jan Hus in 1415, was partially reformist and
partially extremist. There is no general content on the level of extremism due to its
adjustment as national heroes in the nation building age. Czech national educational system
also points the period of Hussites wars as the last imperialist enforce able to push through its
own ideas against powerful neighbors. For sure it may be said that the cleavage between
Catholic Church and reform movements was certainly ahead of the Western Feudal Europe,
but their regular power ceased of its existence in a war against each other in 1434. The
battle of Lipany finished defeating the radicals. Historians put into contrast the Church
reform ideas influencing the Europe on one hand and ravaged land, devastated economy
and atrocities on Germans on the other. The direct consequences were socio-economic
stagnation and lagging behind the Europe.29
Religion
The other sharp differentiation is the perception of religion. The Church plays an important
role in Greek society. The creation of “second Rome” in Constantinople and schism leading
to establishing Orthodox Church is direct part subordinated to the history of Greece. By
other words history of Greece is equal to history of Ecumenical Patriarchate of
Constantinople. Its large prevalent influence remains even today. After the extinction of
Byzantine Empire, the Church was very profound holder of Hellenic identity and culture. The
significant position of the Church remains even today. Greece is a secular state with
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prevailing Eastern Orthodox Church of Christ, which is codified even in the Constittution.30
The results vary, but according to the recent survey of the agency Metron Analysis made in
December 2011, around 95% consider themselves as Orthodox Christians.31 According to the
statement of Elliniki Statistiki Archi, the data about religiosity are not officially collected.32
The religion as a uniting layer had an opposite effect in the Czech society. The role of
church in the territory of the Czech Republic is generally one of the most complicated
questions. Czechs belongs to atheistic society and they are exception comparing to the other
neighboring countries in the region.
Being Christianized relatively late in the 9th century, the Kingdom of Bohemia was
considered somehow a constant outsider in the medieval Europe. Above mentioned
Hussite’s wars full of religious extremism did not help the prestige either. What was more
striking was the fact that following Christianity practically meant to follow foreign identity,
because there was no other specific characteristics how to determine Bohemian identity
from German surroundings. The cleavage between Reformist and Catholics took its place
either in Czech and German lands. Protestant church was dominating in small German
disunited counties, but the influence of catholic parts was significant from Bavaria and
Habsburg Empire as well. Severe results of Thirty Year’s in 1648 and forced “catholization”
under Austrian Habsburgs directed Czechs definitely towards gradual religious downturn.
That was even underlined by Czech feeling of being overseen from the Austrian side. It
culminated by Austro – Hungarian Compromise of 1867, which almost even up the role of
Austrians and Hungarians at the expense of other nations within the Empire.
After the promulgation of the Czechoslovakia in 1918 attitude towards Church were
remaining hostile, even though its influence was still prevailing. It should be pointed out,
that opened atheism at that time may have caused an existential problems and it was
considered immoral.33 In 1921 there was 7.16% persons proclaimed as nondenominational,
while prevailing Catholics constitute 82% in interwar Czechoslovakia. However the census
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was including more religious Germans and Slovaks present at today’s Czech territory
excluding the Slovakia and Carpathian Ruthenia. After the communist coup d’état new
census in Czechoslovakia showed that 76% were belonging to Catholic Church, 10.64% to
Evangelical Church of Czech Brethren and 5.8% were remaining nondenominational.34 The
communist power was strictly anticlerical and especially the political processes of early
fifties were preceded also against clergy. After the end of communist rule, census in 1991
showed significant shift:

39.03% were Roman Catholics, Evangelical Church of Czech

Brethren dropped to 1.98 %, and evangelist scenery became atomized. The other
Czechoslovak Hussite Church held 1.73% for instance. Nondenominational persons reached
39.92%. In 2001 Roman Catholics held 26.79%, Evangelical Church of Czech Brethren
together with Czechoslovak Hussite Church reached mere 2.11%, while nondenominational
persons accounted for 59.04%. The most recent census in 2011 has shown that significant
rise of atheism has become unstoppable. Roman Catholics shrunk to mere 10.3%,
Evangelical Church of Czech Brethren together with Czechoslovak Hussite Church to 0,87%,
while atheists and not identified persons reached stunning 79.2%, out of which 34,53% are
atheists, 44.67% not identified respectively. There should be mentioned another appreciable
amount of believers without identification to any church or religious society who accounts
for 6.76%. They are not included in the 79.2% stake. Almost 86% persons are nondenominational.35
These figures make the Czech Republic one the least religious country in entire Europe. In
an interview for foreign media a psychiatrist Libor Growsky was explaining the phenomena
of Czech atheism. He even compared communism to religion. Both limits freedom of people
and both want people to comply their ideals, he said.36
A Nation of Insurgency
The other significant difference is the stance towards fighting. The complicated relationships
with powers were examined already in the part dealing analogies. It was aiming at the
source of distrust towards superpowers, which was mentioned as a resemblance. However
we may find also another quite noticeable consequence, which resulted in a different way.
That is usage of power. As it was pointed out, last regular expansive Bohemian wars ended
34
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with Hussites and the defensive wars in 1620 during the Thirty Year’s War. After that no
regular war was held, neither defensive nor national. There were local or underground
revolts in 1848, either during the WWI and WWII. In the WWI there were aforementioned
Czechoslovak legions. In the WWII there were operating some resistant illegal groups and
the official interim government in exile London. But it lacks general uprising on official level.
Even the occupation by Soviets in 1968 was a national fiasco, when there was simply no
general resistance besides very risking and brave civilian individuals. Hostile relationships for
freedom fighting may have resulted in the lowest point of national identity in the
comparison with other Eastern European countries. As show results of Frankfurter Institut
für Transformationsstudien, Europa Universität Viadrina/ INRA) and Institute of Sociology of
the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic from 1995 and 2003, the Czech Republic is
the least nationalist and chauvinistic country supreme only slightly by Bulgaria. 37 The low
level of national identity and defiance towards armed resistance, when national existence is
endangered, may be mutually related.
The same look at the Greek history of fighting is complete opposite. It may be said with
certain exaggeration that Greeks have never missed an opportunity to take part in regular
war. The tradition of armed resistance comes from ancient time, it continued in Byzantine
Empire by expansive wars and it transformed into organized national wars leaded by the
power of national identity. In the both World Wars, Greece played an active role. Especially
the “the Ochi Day” during the WWII, when Greeks responded “no” (ochi/ Όχι) to Italians on
28th October 1940, had a special impact for patriotism. The successful defense is sometimes
considered to be the first victory of Allies. At that time subjugated Czechoslovak society was
watching with honest admiration for both the Hellenic struggle against Italy and consequent
resistance against Nazi Germany, Bulgaria and Italy.38 The persisting adoration is visible from
the text of historian scholar Ivan Dorovský of Slavomacedonian descent born in Greek
Macedonia who reconstructed in his paper the Greek resistance 1940 – 1945 for the Czech
readers.39 The Hellenic identity has been fought hard against its neighbors and thus remains
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strong.40 It may be concluded that Czechs represents a society of pragmatism, while the
Greek one represents a society of armed resistance.
Industrialization
The Czech pragmatism may reflect another significant difference, which arose in the 19 th
century. It poses also quite important difference between the Hellenic and the Czech society
– industrialization. Historical region of Bohemia were industrialized early and swiftly
comparing to Eastern Europe and lately comparing to Western Europe since 1825. Within
the decade a process of mechanization occurred and prevailed. Czech lands belonged to the
most advantageous parts of entire Austria-Hungary. In the 1846 60% of all steam engines in
Austrian part of Empire were in the Czech lands. The general precondition was the abolition
of serfdom in 1781, which created a new class of manufacturers. The redistribution of
production was shared in various utilities, which included also working at homes.
Entrepreneurs were in touch with inventors also because of relative geographical proximity
to European centers. And also the important part was establishment of Czech banking
system. In the early 20th century, the Czech industrialization was on the sustainable level and
it was the 2nd largest industrial nation within the Austria-Hungary. It created new bourgeois
class and aristocracy. Also it should be mentioned a quite large and important agrarian
bourgeois consisting of middle class landlords. The main industries were textile, food
industry and metal working. In 1910 the industrial composition was 39.1% in agriculture,
forestry and fishery, 39.2% in industry, transportation and mining and 21.7% in trade. The
adequate figures for effective comparison in the same period were in Germany:
35.2%/37.5%/12.4%; Great Britain: 8.9%/47.2%/22.5% Transleithania (the Hungarian part of
Austria-Hungary) 64.5%/17.1%/6.5%.41
After the Great War in 1918, Czechoslovakia and almost exclusively its Czech part
inherited between 70 to 80% of entire industrial base from the former Austro-Hungarian
Empire. The Czech industry at that time was advanced in porcelain and glass, sugar
refineries, distilleries and breweries, engineering industry – armaments, locomotives,
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automobiles and machinery. The same was for chemical industry. This made the country
belonging to the most industrialized countries in the world in the interwar period. 42
The upcoming period of communist rule over the Czechoslovakia 1948-1989 is known as
economic devastation. Although the standard level had been maintained above other Soviet
bloc countries it decreased far below the Western Europe. The planned economy created
the shortages of quality, quantity and variation of products. Especially there was ineffective
spending of energy and raw materials. In 1985 the composition of economy was 59.7% in
industry, 11.2% in construction, 7.5% in agriculture and forestry, 7.5% in productive services.
The unemployment was 0.2% due to the socialist state economy. The inefficient economy
leaded to its collapse after missing of computer revolution in the 1970’s and 1980’s.
Standard of living sunk deeply comparing to other Western countries. The velvet revolution
in 1989 traced back the restoration of economy through shock therapy followed by so called
voucher privatization. However the painful losses were inevitable. The former huge
industrial base from the first Czechoslovakia shrunk to its skeleton and the level privatization
was massive. Most of the Czech industry was privatized into foreign hands such as Škoda
auto, which is considered as the most successful transition. The lost of national identity by
holding the majority in German Volkswagen Group was fundamentally necessary condition
for its survival.43 Privation into foreign subjects may generally lead to disputes among home
nation.
The transition period was extremely difficult time for the Czech Republic, but generally
the economy has traced back. Although it has not reached its former strength from interwar
period, at least the GDP per capita at purchasing power parity is equal of 79% of EU in
2013.44 Czech nominal GDP in 2012 was 150 billion Euros; the Greek one reached in the
same year 195 billion Euros.45
The case of Greek industrialization appeared in much more limited scale than in the Czech
lands. The industrial composition was consisting largely from agriculture. The heavy industry
was mostly developed in shipbuilding sector. Greek economy was generally in bad shape,
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because the country’s main policy was its enlargement. Every particular enlargement in 19th
and 20th century was significant and it changed the face of the previous country.
Incorporation of mountainous north was hardly possible to industrialize. The cheap force,
which had helped Greece to came from its economic problems, were the Greeks from Asia
Minor after 1923. They served as underpaid labor and either they brought the necessary
experiences, culture of trade and cosmopolitism.46
Broad industrialization started much later in the early 1960s. According to Petmesidou the
era of economic production, consumption and associated socio-economic phenomena
known as “post-Fordism” appeared in Greece, before there was necessary environment of
contractual relationships and attendant modes of social solidarity.47 This issue prevented
small private organizations from merging into larger ones. Without this step there was no
surrounding for promoting into new management culture. Thus entrepreneurs have been
remaining atomized. According to other authors, Greeks inclined rather towards commercial
investments than manufacturing.48 Still the time between 1950 and 1973 was called “Greek
economic miracle”, because the GDP was anually growing by approximately 7%.49
The following period of 1980’s was characterized by deindustrialization, which leaded to
declination of existing corporations especially in engineering industry. The existing
corporations were not growing and merger of the smaller one’s were not taking place. The
private organizations have been consisting to these days absolutely dominant by very small
firms. In 1959 company’s composed of 59% up to nine persons, 27% between 10–19
persons, 14% between 20–25 persons and 7% over 50 persons.50 Deindustrialization caused
a decrease of manufacturing stake added in the share to GDP from 20% in the mid of 1970s
to 13% in the late 1990s.51
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The frequent business organizations are owned by family or controlled by group of
shareholders and they intentionally do not want to step into higher level of organization.
This makes them small with a very limited influence. On the other hand the large enterprises
pose only 1% of all enterprises, but they have substantial share in the Greek market.52
Slow process of privatization started in the nineties, but its speed lags in a way that in
2011 Troika consisting of IMF, EU and ECB pushed Greece to forced privatization in order to
provide bailouts for remedy of fiscal crisis since 2009. According to the case study of U.S.
professor and consultant expert of management & organizations John Theodore, the
unfinished transition of Greek companies’ contractual relations to post-Fordism make them
unable to be privatized or restructured effectively. It is because lack of above mentioned
processes made their vertical and horizontal structure distorted. There is high risk that
companies cannot be prepared for function privatization. This touches all spheres, not only
warped share in the Greek market, but also untypical relations within company. It starts
from regular working duties and the fluctuation of labor places and finishes by the top
management, which often means ownership of the companies on the same time. This all
together make dynamics of Greek companies frozen.53
The most actual analogy between Czechs and Greeks was put together by Greek
economic and political analyst Anna Visvizi. She compared the most destructive fiscal crisis
that has emerged in Greece since World War II in 2009 to the situation of Czechoslovakia
after Velvet revolution in 1989. The statement she laid during an interview to a media. She
recommends Greece to follow similar steps as they were made during the transformation of
Central and Eastern Europe. That means to be introducing large scale privatization,
deregulation, cut on budget spending and lowering taxes.54
In the nineties manufacturing was shortly growing due to its international
competiveness. It was made by regular devaluating of Drachma, which was finally ceased by
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implementation of Euro in 2001. The lack of adequate manufacturing level caused profound
damage in Greek economic performance. Manufacturing industry endorse also necessary
high technologies. Instead of that Greek industry is frequently oriented into low technology
and traditional sectors. The main industrial branches are tourism, shipping, industrial
products, food, tobacco, textiles, chemicals, metal products, mining and petroleum. As of
2012 the agriculture and mining (primary sector) consists of 3.48%, industrial and
manufacturing (secondary) sector 16.2% and services (tertiary sector) 80.32%.55 The same
numbers for the Czech Republic in 2010 were 2.4% primary sector, 37.6% secondary sector
and 60% tertiary sector. While Czechs have to deal with extended industrial output
projected at the GDP on the detriment of services, Greeks suffer from high involvement of
services at the expense of manufacturing. By the other words it may be concluded that
Czech economy is ineffectively over industrialized producing extensively semi-finished
products and the Greek one is under industrialized.56
The Mirror experience
The last chosen difference between the Czech Republic and Greece has been partly
introduced. It was during the analysis of position towards super powers. As it was pointed
out Czechs had to struggle for alliance with West harder and the guarantee of international
support in case of emergency was constantly failing. Let’s examine one the most interesting
contrary, which looks from distance to be mirror image of the other country. The discussion
is about the Cold War period and Greek belonging to the West and Czech belonging to the
East. Both were kind of forced. In Greece an auspicious position during the Civil war 1944–
1949 were lost after the Western intervention. In the Czechoslovakia, this cannot be said,
because communist were gained the power legally. But most likely they would be unable to
hold it after the first real economic hardships. But even Greece experienced power of
dictatorship, when military junta seized power for seven year from 1967 to 1974. This period
created a similar disgust about the official authorities. But while Czechs hated their socialist
rulers, for the Greeks leftists were symbol of freedom. Greeks simple did not have the
opportunity to meet real communist rule. They could remember only those “romantic”
communist requests during the Civil War, which could have made impression to large
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amount of population such as power to the people, egalitarianism, support of poor workers,
etc. Another symbolic event was the murder of leftist politician Grigoris Lambrakis in 1963.
As it was stressed in the novel “Z” of Vassilis Vassilikos, he underlined the certain symbolic in
power of people, graceful leftist’s ideas and the anti-war movement in the time of Vietnam
War. The other dimension described in the same novel was the interesting dimension of
kalokagathia, because Lambrakis represented good ancient characteristics. He was educated
as a doctor; he was providing the healthcare for free to the low income class and he was in
good athletic shape and professional sportsman.57
These preconditions created a different perception of democracy. Czechs saw it in behind
the Iron Curtain, which had been literally installed in the borders. For Greeks the meaning of
democracy shifted more towards left political specter. It was caused by atrocities and failure
of right-wings extremist regimes of Metaxas, unsuccessful monarchs and most lately the
military junta of Georgios Papadopoulos. Beginnings of PASOK were incomparable to its
today’s program. It was rather more radical left than social democracy.
Current developments seem to blur this difference. In Greece traditional leftists are being
eroded by completely new phenomena in the country of extreme right wing party Chrysi
Avgi, which received in last parliamentary elections stunning 426 025 votes representing
6.92% of all votes transferred into 18 seats out of 300. The party does exist quite a long time,
but there has not been a precedent in such a large and massive scale with so aggressive
political program.58
The Czech political system seems to be noticing also profound shifts towards populism
caused of failures and corruption on regular basis by new democratic governments. The first
decade after the fall of communism was symbolized by era of “wild nineties”. The parties
had been defining, but also the problems of nepotism and cronyism appeared. The main
uniting factor was anticommunist opinions, which was given priority to corruption. However
Communist party has been a stable member of the Czech parliament, but always in isolated
opposition. The cooperation of another party in the Parliament to share the power in
coalition with communists would cost probably the party its place in the next legislative
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election. Communist party of Bohemia and Moravia remains the only communist party from
the Eastern Bloc, which did not change its name and has not condemned its political crimes
during the former totalitarian regime.59
Even though the snap parliamentary election will be held in autumn 2013 and so far the
Communist party did not returned among governmental parties, the relaxing tenses of strict
hatred against the party are visible. This has become also a new phenomenon in the Czech
political life. In the both cases Greek and Czech seems to share similar background. The
numerous scandals of ruling parties and oppositions, corruption and nepotism were
escalated into unsustainable level by the global economic crisis, which affected lives of many
individuals. Thus shift in political perception occurs.
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Remarkable mutual contacts between Czechs and Greeks
In the long era of European existence, Czech and Greek routes have always been more
connected than it is actually known. Mutual influence was accompanied by historical
similarities throughout all times. Both countries faced even similar experience, even though
sometimes it turned into the complete opposite result.

Mutual contacts from during the Middle and Modern Age
The first real touch was as old as 862, when Byzantine Empire sent its apostles to the
Great Moravia, predecessor of what is now known as Czech state, upon request Moravian
ruler Rastislav. Saints Cyril and Methodius were Greek brothers from the region of
Thessaloniki. They served as Christian missionaries who Christianized Czech lands. Besides
bringing the religion into the region, they also brought and codified Old Church Slavonic
language (staroslověnština) as the official one. In the same time they invented for church
purposes a very first font Glagolitic alphabet known as “hlaholice”. For Byzantine Empire it
was a side assignment, while for the Great Moravia, it was an opportunity how to deprive
influence from prevailing neighboring Bavarian lands. On one hand it served as evidence of
Byzantine Empire’s prestige, on the other the apostle missionary became widely symbolic
and the act had huge magnificence. Today in the Czech Republic, 5th July has become a
National holiday and in 2013 there was a milestone 1150 anniversary. It celebrates a mission
that gave to Czechs its base of the key characteristics of modern nation recognition:
Christian religion, alphabet and language.60
The other mutual contact was made after that Byzantine Empire ceased of its existence.
In the 15th century talks were held between Prague’s utraquists and Orthodox clergy.
Prague’s utraquists was a reform church in the Bohemia. At that time and later on Greek
Orthodox representatives were finding more in common with new protestant church rather
than with Catholics. The communication did not affect seriously history of any of both
entities, but it represented determination of Orthodox Church not to succumb to Roman
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Church.61 Noticeable occurrence happened in 1560, when courses of Greek language had
been organized in Prague’s Clementinum by Jesuits. The very first Bohemian professor of
Greek was Matouš Collinus z Chotěřiny who was personal friend of Jakub Palaiologos from
Chios (for Greeks known as Ιάκωβος Παλαιολόγος). He was proclaiming himself of being a
relative of the former ruling Byzantine dynasty Palaeologus.62
In the 1772 Hellenic representative of the Enlightenment Eugenios Vulgarios disproved
thesis of Czech scholar Gelasius Dobner. Dobner was claiming about origin of Czechs from
the Byzantine chronicle, where he had found notes about Caucasian tribe “Zichi”. The
disputation of Vulgaris was based on the inadequate knowledge of mediaeval Greek
language. The polemic was announced in his scholar “Schediasma de Zichis ad Czechos
designandos extorsis tum de erroribus a P. Dobnero in lingua Graeca” on the court of Russian
enlighten tsar Cathrine the Great.63
The other mutual touch took its place in the town of Brno, where Phanariot Alexandros
Ypsilantis senior was held in captivity three years by Austrian authorities between 1788 and
1791.64 Today his presence reminds a street name “Ypsilantiho” in Brno. At that time neither
Greece nor Bohemia were existing lands. Both were part of two different empires. His
grandson Alexandros Ypsilantis junior had similar fate. As a phanariot over the Walachia and
Moldavia, he was the leader of the Greek organization Filiki Eteria (Φιλική Εταιρεία) against
Ottoman Empire. He was also organizing a failed uprising against Turks. The lack of support
from Russia and people of Romania aimed at his arrest. He was imprisoned later on in the
Czech fortress town of Terezín (Theresienstadt) that was serving as defense fortress.65 Later
on Terezín became known as silent witness of Nazi regime, when it was turned into the main
concentration camp for Jews in the occupied Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia.
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Mutual Contacts from the 20th century until the fall of Iron Curtain 1989
After the cease of Megali idea policy, the Hellenic state was in economic hardship. Due to its
constant enlargements, and its long time hatred fractions, the general standard of society
was remaining low. For the improvement of living conditions had its certain merit also a
Czech insurance mathematician Emil Schoenbaum who was under a recommendation of
International Labor Organization assisting in preparation of relevant social insurance bill in
Greece. It sanctioned sick pay, social care, disability care and it was broadly progressive.66 To
promote Czechoslovak-Hellenic relations was long term aim of the professor at high school
and classic philologist Jaroslav Šťastný. During his stay in Greece 1894–1895 he had
developed his personal ties and he was planning to create a department of Hellenic language
at Prague, Brno and Bratislava. He was also working on a book of the first grammar New
Greek language for Czechs. He was supporting his purpose by business trade needs. The
argument was generally accepted by the state offices, but they were unable to contribute it
due to financial reasons.67 Meanwhile in the hilly village of Boží dar located in the border
region near Karlovy Vary Nikos Kazantzakis spent there his time between 1932 and 1934. It
was a significant part during writing his masterpiece The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel (known
as Οδύσεια). He became a personal friend of widely known composer Bohuslav Martinů.
Their friendship helped to promote cultural engagement about the other country from both
sides.68
Probably the biggest deal, which has ever been made between the two countries,
happened after the last round of Greek civil war 1944–1949. Percentage agreement
between Churchill and Stalin shifted Greece into British sphere of influence. Although the
Czechoslovakia was not the subject of the agreement, it was attributed into the Soviet
sphere. Greek communists did not know about the existence of the informal percentage
agreement. The strategic dislocation, discipline and even the civil support were on their side
formed under so called EAM/ELAS (Ethniko Apeleftherotiko Metopo/ Ellinikós Laïkós
Apeleftherotikós

Stratós;

Εθνικό

Απελευθερωτικό

Μέτωπο/

Ελληνικός

Λαϊκός

Απελευθερωτικός Στρατός; ΕΑΜ/ΕΛΑΣ). However, they could not have resisted against
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modern power of British forces. After retake of the main responsibilities by the USA as a
result of Truman doctrine, the Greek leftist fighters gathered at renewed forces
Dimokratikos Stratos tis Ellados (DSE/ Δημοκρατικός Στρατός Ελλάδας, ΔΣΕ) were dispersed
in the mountain of Grammos. Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito at least provided shelters and
logistics, when other former allies left them. After the Tito–Stalin split in 1948, there was no
other way than to escape. Czechoslovakia had played a very significant role in this
“temporary” retreat. More than twelve thousands Greeks found its new home in
Czechoslovakia shortly after the end of the Civil war. Substantial part of them was children
who were proclaimed as pedomazoma showing its similarities with drainage into janissary
squads during the Ottoman rule.69
For smoother establishment of the children’s adaption in the country a Czechoslovakian–
Hellenic community organization had been established. The members were Czechs. The
main activities were cultural and organizing collections for assistance to Greek communist
such as “Akce pro záchranu řeckého dítěte” (Greek Children Rescue Campaign). Main political
and executive responsibilities with Greek refugees in Czechoslovakia had been retaken by
the social department of Czechoslovakian Red Cross (sociální odbor Československého
červeného kříže), which was subordinated under the control of Central Committee of
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (Ústřední výbor komunistické strany Československa –
ÚV KSČ). Bedřich Geminder was a leading person of international department of KSČ.
According to mutual deal between KSČ and KKE, the Greek children were separated from
their Czech counterparts at beginning. The residence in the Czechoslovakia was supposed to
be only temporary, until the KKE strikes back in Greece. So there were no Czechs teacher
and even there was no demand for Czech language at all.70 The communist indoctrination of
children refugees was reflected at their personal political attitudes, which had usually
become sharply strict pro or against regime. For absorbing such a large amount of young
incomers, children houses had to be created swiftly. Last of those were ceased in 1962.
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KSČ and KKE agreed of dislocation of Greeks mainly in the region of the towns Ostrava
and Olomouc now Moravskoslezský kraj and Olomoucký kraj. Especially the mountainous
border region was suitable to Greek refugees, because it reminds a bit of rough landscape of
Northern Greek regions Epirus and Macedonia. As the cold war was getting hotter, the
temporary residence had been slowly transforming into permanent residence. When KKE
was step by step able to recognize that military force and contra attack was beyond scope,
they started to encourage its fusion and adaption with Czechoslovak civil and political life.
KKE applied more times to merge with KSČ, but the Czechoslovak Communist party resisted
to admit Greeks and KKE to join. The other thing that excluded most of the Greeks from
getting into KSČ was the condition of having Czechoslovak citizenship. At that time dual
citizenship was not allowed. By accepting the Czechoslovak one, Greek would have lost the
opportunity to return to their homeland. It was the critical point that made most of them
retaining the Hellenic citizenship.71
Under these circumstances the KKE was forced to concentrate on its created special
Czechoslovak office in 1949 Kommatiki Organosi Tsechoslovakias (Κομματική Οργάνωση
Τσεχοσλοβακίας). This organ together with social department of Czechoslovakian Red Cross
was remaining more or less the main political body for Greeks until the end of communism
in November 1989. Three years after the arrival of Greek community the KKE was
reorganized according to the plan of KSČ. The mutual communication was made by creation
of international deparment. It required professionals from the Greek Diaspora, which were
paid on regular basis. From the 1960s the political emigrants were also gathered in so called
Syllogi politikon prosfygon (Συλλογή Πολιτικών Προσφύγων).
In 1974 the Czechoslovak Greek refugees represented the second largest Greek
community in Soviet bloc. Out of 51 569 Greek immigrants, 12 013 were in Czechoslovakia.
The only country where was bigger amount of them was USSR with 14 087 Greeks.72 Figuring
out these numbers, Greek community represented a substantial part of Czechoslovak
society. However the census in 1971 did not take into consideration Greek nationality. In the
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area of today’s Czech Republic Greeks would represent the sixth largest community in
1971.73
Fall of Papadopoulos junta in Greece in 1974 and elections victory of social democratic
Panellinio Sosialistiko Kinima (PASOK/ Πανελλήνιο Σοσιαλιστικό Κίνημα/ΠΑΣΟΚ) in the early
1980s restored the question of repatriation from political Diaspora. In fact, it was not the
very first returnees. In 1954 a limited amount of 737 persons returned as a result of
contemporary release in the Cold war. Among them were 20 children and members of royal
army, who had been taken captives. After the year 1954 cases of applicants for repatriation
were strictly issued individually by Hellenic authorities in order to prevent re-entries of
politically and ethnically inacceptable persons. Approximately 25–30% they were
proclaiming themselves as Slavomacedonians.74
In 1980 as much as 75 % of Greeks or those who were born in the territory of
Czechoslovakia intended to return one day back to Greece. The reason was simple: Unlike
other foreign communities, the Greeks were somehow able to adapt pretty quickly and
smoothly. The Czech and Greek society were melting together. From the Czech side that was
consisting of opened education. Greek and Czech children were after the end of first stage
gathered together from elementary school without any differentiations. Greeks did secure
their families, but getting into mixed marriage of both genders was common. Still, one issue
was remaining insuperable for those who did not have chance to remember Greece because
of their age or because they were already born abroad. They were imagining the Greece that
in fact had never existed. This was rather a result of emotions, when the Greek teachers and
the first generation were speaking to their descendants about a sunny and beautiful country.
What was differing either about this second generation of Greeks comparing to the first one
was that they fully understood the misery of living under communism. Not only did they
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suffer because of economic reasons, but they also missed freedom. In fact the idea of
repatriation sounded vivid in contrary to every day “grey life” under iron curtain. 75
The repatriation was not intermittent, but rather progressive. In the beginning of eighties
there were still around 10 thousands Greeks in Czechoslovakia. But the ties back home were
severed. They were lacking their background, divided families had been already living over
30 years separately and finally there were inadequate job opportunities. Integration was in
some cases so hard that a part of the repatriates decided to return back to Czechoslovakia.
Many of the third generation identified themselves rather as Czechs than Greeks. 76

Mutual contacts from 1989 until today
After the fall of communism in Eastern Europe, the formal base of political Diaspora lost
its meaning. Remaining Greeks counted themselves 3379 persons in 1991. Ten years later
the amount was remaining more or less the same 3219 persons. The slight decrease has
been notified during the last census 2011, where there in the Czech Republic have been
living 2043 Greeks.77
In 1993 Czechoslovakia divorced and its inheritor became the Czech Republic. After the
end of existence KKE in Czechoslovakia the Greeks in the Czech Republic were dispersed.78
The remaining Greeks have been gathered under the unions of Greek communities – so
called “Asociace řeckých obcí v ČR” (Omospondia Ellinikon Koinotiton sth T.D./ Ομοσπονδία
Ελληνικών Κοινοτήτων στη Τσεχική Δημοκρατία)” and “Řecká obec Praha” (Elliniki Koinotita
Pragas/ Ελληνική Κοινότητα Πράγας).79 The first union merges together its Greek
representatives of towns Bohumín, Brno, Havířov, Javorník, Jeseník, Karviná, Krnov-město,
Ostrava, Šumperk, Třinec and Zlaté Hory.80 Both Greek associations are very active especially
in the field of culture. It provides also Greek language courses, dancing lessons and it
publishes a magazine Kalimera (Καλημέρα). It is aimed for Greeks of all ages. For the first
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generation there are special events, which take into consideration their age and a bit
different role in history. Unlike others their roles were depleted and there is nothing in
common that make this first generation to get back on track. They fought and struggled
hard, they were expelled from their own homeland, even though not everyone had been a
keen communist or even leftist. They lived their life under the international surroundings,
which have absolutely nothing in common with life of Europeans after 1989. The
communism disregarded itself in all countries and it failed. So after the Czechoslovakia
toppled communism, the remaining first generation of Greek refugees simply stopped to
understand the new social settings. This had become apparent from interviews made with
the first generation who probably never fully understood the real impact of communism.
After 40 years of living in a shifted reality, one may find their imaginary sometimes even
romantic communist ideas more as their personal faith that protect them from surviving
their hard destiny. So with certain exaggeration the role of cultural events especially Greek
nights have rather psychological effect that shows them they are still not alone and
isolated.81
For the second, third and after generations the gathering in cultural events has a little
different meaning. Its main target is to get acknowledged among each other and also to
create economic ties. Czech Greeks who made successful business document the evidence of
their endowment in commercial spheres. Let’s mention the one of the biggest carbonated
soft drink producer of lemonades in the Central Europe Kofola A.S. Its founder Jannis
Samaras was awarded a businessman of the year in the Czech Republic in 2012.82 Among
leaders of professional health care has become a Profimed, which is leaded by a Greek
businesswoman Alexandra Kala.83 The third example may be stated Greek Transport and
Logistic s. r. o.84 Many others may be named in the sphere of tourism that are almost
exclusively out coming travel agencies.
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Mutual cultural interchange
A specific accent had cultural interchange. In 1950 a New Greek language as university
studies were established. A first head of the department became Dimitrios Pappas who also
created a first book of Czech language for Greek “Tsechiki gia Ellines” (Η Τσέχικη για
Έλληνες) in 1954.85 Theodoros Nedelkos made a first New Greek – Czech dictionary in 1982.
Unfortunately he passed out before finishing the Czech – New Greek version. The general
interest in ancient Greece from the Czech side had been growing at that time either. The
main pioneer in this field was Antonín Salač who was participating at archeological digging in
interwar period in Samothraki. In the Czech society there was also a rising demand for the
classic Greek literature, later on followed by a will for Modern Greek literature also.
Frequent leftist orientation of Greek author made it easier to come through censorship.
Some of the novels were released in Czechoslovakia before fall of communism in 1989. Good
example is a drama story of Vassilis Vassilikos and his novel “Z” referring to the political
murder of Grigorios Lambrakis. The story perfectly fitted to discredit of Western world.
Moreover it included also art dimension and the work was evaluated well. The popular was
also a leftist poet Jannis Ritsos who wrote poems about Ostrava and Bratislava. Czech and
Greek cultural basis was connected by Karel Čížek (Karolos Tsizek), who used to be a
universal artist – painter, graphic and translator of Czech art works into Greek. Since 1929 he
had been living in Thessaloniki.
Today’s real experts in various field has become Antonín Bartoněk (linguistics), Pavel Oliva
and Jan Pečírka (history), Radislav Hošek (cultural history), Jiří Frel and Jan Bouzek
(archeology), Bohumila Zástěrová, Milan Loos, Růžena Dostálová, Věra Hrochová, Vladimír
Vavřínek and Radoslav Večerka (Byzantologist and expert in the field of New Greek studies).
Among them she may be included a young expert on modern and recent history Kateřina
Králová.86 Especially Růžena Dostálová understands all types of Hellenic languages
throughout Greek history. In the present days there are more programs in the main state
universities dealing with the classic Greek scholars such as history, anthropology, and
archeology. There are also two programs called directly Greek studies in the Charles
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University in Prague and the Masaryk University in Brno. One of the most active people that
have helped to promote New Greek language to the public is Catherine Franc-Sgourdeou.
Together with Růžena Dostálová, they prepared a wide complex scholar book of New Greek
language grammar dedicated even to Czech self-learners.87 Unfortunately, until today Greek
universities still have not been providing Czech studies (Bohemistics).
All of above mentioned authors who provided generous works made it possible that
interested Czechs are able to read about recent Greek historical, political and international
issues in their mother tongue. The works are authentic and the content was not imported
from abroad. Among all it may be highlighted broad publication about Greek minority in
Czechoslovakia Kronika řeckého lidu v Čechách, na Moravě a ve Slezsku 1948-1989 by
Anthula Botu and Milan Konečný and general history of Greece with special focus on the 20 th
century Dějiny Řecka by collective of authors, which have been already mentioned above.
The work has been constantly updated and it ranges over 750 pages.88
Other known Greek personalities who made their reputation in the Czech society are
singers Marta and Tena Elefteriadu, composer and singer Statis Prusalis, historian and writer
Petros Tsironis, sculptor Nikos Armutidis and painter Lefteris Ioannidis. 89 In the field of
modern pop music there should be mentioned Nikos Petros Kuluris and Nikolas Grigoriadis.
Both are musician and members of one of the most famous and regularly awarded Czech
band Kryštof.90 Among those Greeks who returned back to Greece are philologist and
translator Lefteris Bubaris, film directors Giorgos Agathonikiadis and Giorgos Skalenakis.
Quite well known is also Lukáš Vydra a half Greek and Czech who became part of roster of
football club Panathinaikos F.C. The interesting part about Vydra is story of his surname. In
order to retain the Czech original pronunciation “vydra” it was phonetically changed for his
Hellenic citizenship as “Vyntra” (Βύντρα). This change is logical in Greek. However it
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paradoxically remains in Greek way of spelling, when the surname is redirected back to Latin
alphabet. So the final visualization is shifted from “Vydra” to “Vyntra”.91
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Czech–Hellenic Bilateral Relations
Bilateral relations from establishment of Czechoslovakia until WWII
This afore mentioned analysis helped us understand the complex reality of both countries;
their interactions and inner processes. Now we can approach to the examination of direct
bilateral relations. Official diplomatic relations had been established shortly after the Great
War, when Czechoslovakia was established in 1918. The Hellenic foreign office was opened
on 25th May 1920. The first official Envoy became Charalambos Simopoulos, who
transmitted Diplomatic Credentials to the very first president of the Czechoslovakia Tomáš
Garrique Masaryk. The aim of creating the Hellenic embassy in Prague took its place on 3rd
March 1920 through foreign offices of the both countries in Rome. The agreement was
granted on 22nd March 1920 via telegram. Czechoslovakia opened its first diplomatic office in
Athens two years later. The first Envoy was named Karel Mečíř who transmitted his
Diplomatic Credentials to the Constantine I of Greece on 8th April 1922.92
The Czech presidents Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk and Edvard Beneš of Czechoslovakia had
been in contact with Eleftherios Venizelos and his colleagues during Paris Peace Conference
held 1919–1920. This contact is considered to be important, because it underlined the
common foreign policy of both countries based on support of Triple Entente allies, retaining
Washington-Versailles system and collective security. Romanian ministry of foreign affairs
Take Ionescu suggested attendance of Greece to Little Entente created among
Czechoslovakia, Romania and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (since 1929
Yugoslavia). The collective defense arrangement was oriented towards revisionist Hungary
that was penalized hard by Treaty of Trianon as a defeated country in WWI. Greece did not
enter the Little Entente also, because of the Czechoslovak concerns being involved into
Greco-Turkish issue. Anyway the Czechoslovak-Greek relations between 1924 and 1935 were
friendly and peaceful. As it was mentioned above, on the international level the cooperation
at the League of Nations created cooperating tandem Beneš-Politis.93
The first official visit of Czechoslovak president Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk took its place
from 18th April until 30th April 1927. During his visit he sailed from Piraeus to Egina. Then he
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moved via Corinth Canal to Delphi and Olympia. He visited also ancient Corinth, Nafplio,
Mycenae and Epidaurus.94
On the 7th April 1927 in Athens were concluded Convention about mutual legal protection
and assistance on civil, inheritance and commercial issues; Convention about recognitions of
court decisions; Convention about extradition of criminals and legal assistance on crime
issues.95 The most important document of interwar era negotiated between the both
countries was the Convention between the Czechoslovak Republic and Greece on Friendship,
Conciliation, Arbitration and Judicial Settlement.96 The convention set up diplomacy onto
friendly level and it renounced usage of power in any type of conflict. Mutual war was
excluded at all. It promoted the legal rule of international law and League of Nation. It set
specifically detailed procedures in case of mutual disputes so that only peaceful means
would have been used. The ratification process took its place in Athens between Minister of
Foreign Affairs Edvard Beneš and Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
Constantin Psaroudas. Its validity has been remaining.
The Balkan Entente signed in 1934 among Greece, Romania, Turkey and Yugoslavia was
creating an option for closer cooperation with Little Entente, since its two members
Yugoslavia and Romania had been members of the both ententes. Greece was included in
special military-strategic cooperation plans of Czechoslovakia in case of war outbreak. For
connection with France Thessaloniki was included in the plan. The first wave hostility had
been brought by the rule of Ioannis Metaxas since the August 1936, although Hellenic Envoy
Ioannis Koutzalexis charged in 1934 had not been changed. He remained into the office until
the end of existence of Czechoslovakia in 1939. Next four years the office had not been
nominated.97
The diplomatic relations were interrupted on 16th March 1939, when Czechoslovak chargé
d'affaires Adolf Berka handed the foreign office in Athens to Germans. The renewal took its
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place on 3rd June 1942 in London between both governments in exile. George II of Greece
granted agreement to new Czech Envoy Pavel Baráček-Jacquier who took charge on 19th
August 1942. Due to military operations Hellenic government in exile was moved to Egypt,
where new Czechoslovakian Envoy Jaroslav Šejnoha was named. He was operating in Cairo.
Since then the mutual relations started to cool down.98

Bilateral relations during the Cold war era
Šejnoha was retracted and a post-war cabinet of renewed Czechoslovakia decided on 23rd
September 1946 not to name new Envoy. Between 1945 and 1949 the diplomatic office in
Athens relegated to mere agency with one officer without diplomatic status. Its role was
only for connection with Legation in Cairo, which was authorized to represent
Czechoslovakia in Greece. Due to the examined shift in orientation of both countries,
Czechoslovakia stood more and more openly against Greek foreign policy. Being pushed
slowly into Soviet sphere of influence, Czechoslovakia even supported defeated Bulgaria at
its request for the Western Thrace at Paris Peace Conference 1946–1947. This was not firm
stance from Czechoslovakian side rather than it was forced united Slavic front under the
Soviet leadership.99
Even though Czechoslovak usurped power in 1948, the previous period 1944–1948 was
subject of Sovietization from Moscow anyway. The country could barely appear as
independent subject. The communist seize of power in various countries of Eastern Bloc in
1948 was only final step on the long way in order to make it look more legal and natural.
From this came direct support of Czechoslovak communists to DSE, which consisted mainly
of weapons, ammunition and other civil and military materials. However the so called
“Mountain Governmnent” (Kyvernisi tou Vounou/Κυβέρνηση του Βουνού) was not
recognized by Prague. Hellenic authorities blamed under these circumstances Czechoslovak
government from prejudiced stances against Hellenic state integrity. On one hand the
annual trade and payment agreements valid from the 1st of August 1947 with automatic
extensions were signed between the both countries, on the other the Czechoslovak side had
not passed it in order to prevent extension of commercial contacts. As we examined earlier
twelve thousands citizens of Greece moved to the Czechoslovakia after the definitive
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affiliation Czechoslovakia with Eastern Bloc and Greece with Western Bloc. Athens was
blaming Czechoslovakia for Hellenic royal supporters taking hostages for the purpose of their
political re-education, the so called new pedomazoma. The Czechoslovak government did
not intend to meet any requirements of Athens, because Greek “monarch-fascist”
government was leaded by anticommunist ideas rather than humanitarian ones, Prague
insisted. So the Greek returnees would be persecuted and the children would be forcedly reeducated.100
In June 1949 the level of mutual relations decreased again, when the only Czechoslovak
officer was removed from Athens without replacement. The bilateral relations were held
only through diplomatic legation in Prague. This may be most likely proclaimed as the lowest
point of mutual relations multiplied by accession Greece to NATO in 1952. From this point
out later on they were gradually improving. In March 1954 the Czechoslovak foreign office in
Athens was renewed due to the temporary more relaxed phase of the Cold war, but only at
the level of chargé d’affaires. It was preceded by contracting trade and payment agreements
for 1954 enclosed with most-favorite-nation (MFN) treatment. Since 5th September 1956 the
foreign office in Athens had got back into the level of Envoys.101
The first support from the Czechoslovak government of Greece was the issue concerning
Cyprus at the level of United Nations against Great Britain. Czechoslovak stance was not
altruistic. The real purpose was an attempt to benefit from rifts among Western allies.
Generally the political regimes of both countries and their belongings to the opposite blocs
allowed them only limited options for holding good relations. In 1955 a cultural exchange
was renewed, so that Czech string Janáček Quartet was able to perform in Greece. It was
swiftly cancelled to the mutual distrust that could lead into inappropriate political ideas
spread.102
The improvement of mutual relations during the 1960’s was affected by two major
events. First was the cease of the worst crisis during the cold war era in Cuba. Second event
was the successful elections of Centre Union (Enosis Kentrou/ Ένωσις Κέντρου), which made
George Papandreu prime minister. On 10th September 1964 both countries promoted its
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foreign offices onto level of Embassies. Since then and later on diplomatic relations have
been pursuing through ambassadors. It resulted in series of negotiations and concluded
treaties.
The first contract was Agreement between the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic and the Government of the Kingdom of Greece on Civil Aviation Services, which set
up conditions, duties and procedures in mutual aviation services.103 It dealt also with
definition of airlines and the taxes of various issues such as goods, but also air greases for
instance. It was followed a day after by Agreement between the Czechoslovak Republic and
the Kingdom of Greece on the Settlement of Financial Issues together with long term trade
and payments Agreement in 1964 enclosed by additional agreement in May 1965.104
The negative impact of slowly reborn good mutual relations were negatively influenced by
the coup d’état in 1967 pursued by military junta of Georgios Papadopoulos. Although both
authoritarian regimes had paradoxically much more in common than before, they stood as
antipode against each other. The Czechoslovakian officials were supporting Greek leftist
persecuted political fractions. Contrary to this economic relations were flourishing.
Diplomatic relations with communist countries, which were established by the Greek
military junta helped to confuse domestic and foreign subjects and thus the regime was
protecting itself from being blamed of anti-leftist affiliation.105
After the fall of junta in 1974, the quality of Czechoslovak-Greek relationship improved
again. It should be pointed out that it was multiplied by releasing bipolar tenses projected
into Helsinki Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe in 1975. The
Hellenic prime minister at that time Konstantinos Karamanlis took the role of European
statesman. He was the first Greek politician at power who overcame the fundamental
ideological cleavages between Western and Eastern Bloc. He made Greece to be a bridge
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between both Blocs. It was a part of broader Hellenic policy to regain some of lost trust to
the detriment of Turkey, which had not been forced to retreat its forces from the occupied
part of Cyprus. His success was completed in 1981, when Greece entered to European
Community. As it was noted by the French president Valéry Giscard d'Estaing at that time; “It
is not Greece that entered the Common Market, it is Karamanlis. He is the personification of
two virtues: dignity and simplicity.”106
Karamanlis was the first prime minister of Greece ever who officially visited
Czechoslovakia in February 1979. It was preceded by series of visits on various levels of
officials from both sides, which resulted in signing Agreement between the Government of
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Government of the Hellenic Republic on Cultural
and Educational Cooperation in 1976.107 It was followed by Agreement between the
Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Government of the Hellenic
Republic on International Road Transport year later108. The official visit culminated by Joint
Statement on the development of relations and cooperation between the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic and the Hellenic Republic.
In October 1980 did prime minister of Czechoslovakia Lubomír Štrougal official visit of
Greece. This visit resulted in concluding important treaties. The Convention on Consular
Issues between the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Government
of the Hellenic Republic was signed between Štrougal and Georgios Rallis defining the interconsular relations. This helped to improve mutual trade, economic, scientific and transport
relations together with improving service of dealing with visas and migration issues. 109 The
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same day was signed Agreement between the Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic and the Government of the Hellenic Republic on Cooperation in the Health Sector.110
This Agreement opened the options to share knowledge of medicine and do exchanges of
medical experts. It also included mutual duties of providing emergency and necessary aid for
free to the citizens of the other country. It also meant to summon a Czechoslovak-Greek
Committee, which would be held once per year alternating in one and the country for
summarizing of results. Also the Agreement between the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
and the Hellenic Republic on Legal Assistance Support in Civil and Criminal Matters was
signed. Besides other things this agreement equalized the law of citizens of one country,
when they are in the other country.111 It should be mentioned an agreement between
Federal Ministry of Foreign Trade of Czechoslovakia and Greek National Tourism
Organization (EOT) in Prague on 27th March 1980. Also an agreement dealing with economic,
industrial and technical cooperation was signed. It leaded to creation of Czechoslovak-Greek
mixed trade commission summoned annually rotating the both countries. Those agreements
were results of the “...most dynamic period and revival of mutual relations in its more than
60years tradition after the stagnation due to the military regime” as it addressed Štrougal to
the Federal Assembly.112
A platform for next improvement of the mutual relations was made, when PASOK won
the elections and ruled the country since 1981. Andreas Papandreou kept maintaining
friendly policy in the very last hot wave of the Cold war. He was showing bigger
understanding for the communist bloc than the rest of transatlantic society. So the Greek–
Czechoslovak relations had been improving again. In July 1984 Andreas Papandreu officially
visited Prague and new agreements were concluded. It was Agreement between the
Τσεχοσλοβακίας και της Ελληνικής Δημοκρατίας [Greek], Konzulární úmluva mezi Československou
socialistickou republikou a Řeckou republikou [Czech], Athens, 22. 10. 1980.
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Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Hellenic Republic on Scientific and Technical
Cooperation for the next 10 years.113 The argumentation for the agreement was general
improvement of mutual relations in all its spheres so that contractual basis had become
necessary.114 It created an intergovernmental committee of mixed representations. Shortly
afterwards Lubomír Štrougal during his official visit in Athens signed Agreement between the
Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Government of the Hellenic
Republic on the Avoidance of Double Taxation and Respecting Income Tax in 1986.115 A year
later was concluded Protocol of Bilateral Political Consultations between the Federal Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Hellenic Republic on the level of both ministries of foreign affairs.116
According to an agreement concerning payment of pensions signed on 17th May in
Athens; Czechoslovak government started paying pensions to those Greeks who had worked
in Czechoslovakia and repatriated. There was increasing ratio of mutual visits on various
levels. In May 1988 president of Greece Christos Sartzetakis visited Czechoslovakia. Likewise
partnerships between Czech and Greek towns were under way. There were also certain
direct connections between PASOK and Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. Although, from
this point of view the mutual relations seem to be flourishing, on the political level it was
quite opposite. In 1980 Greece returned fully to military integrated system of NATO, from
which it had stepped out in 1974 as a protest against the occupation of Cyprus. Accession to
European Community made Greece fully incorporated into Western zone of influence.
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Moreover, both countries had to deal with growing economic problems. From the Greek side
it was misuse and unfinished funds for transforming country into Western standards and
creating huge and inefficient bureaucratic apparatus. The Czechoslovakia was suffering of
technological deterioration, when entire Eastern bloc did not catch the computer and media
revolution. Shortly thereafter the communist regime broke down.117

Bilateral relations after the fall of Iron Curtain
The end of cold war opened completely new opportunities for both countries. The barrier
caused of positions at different blocs finally stopped to exist. The bilateral relations have not
been politically limited anymore. The first positive result was Agreement between the
Government of the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and the Government of the Hellenic
Republic on the Reciprocal Abolition of Visa Requirements. This act has profound positive
consequence for exchange and moves of persons.118 Mutual meetings shifted from
governmental to personal level. All Czechs could suddenly visit freely Greece anytime, which
did thousands. They discovered the beauty of Hellenic tourism. First ways were for many
individuals emotional, because it combined tourism, taste of freedom from travelling and
meeting their old Greek friends who repatriated earlier in Greece.
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In the tourist season

2013 Greece was the second most visited destination with 315 thousands holidays.120
Due to the new business environment the Agreement between the Government of the
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and the Goverment of the Hellenic Republic on the
Promotion and Mutual Protection of Investments was signed in June 1991, when Hellenic
minister of foreign affairs Antonis Samaras visited Prague.121 Alexander Dubček’s delegation
117
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visited Greece in February 1992. It resulted in signing the Program dealing with cultural and
scholar cooperation for years 1992–1994.
Generally the potential of mutual relations’ improvement was not fulfilled. Both countries
were dealing with their own problems. Greece was struggling against its own economic
problems caused of previous PASOK’s generous policy. Meanwhile the crisis of Yugoslavia
and creation of FYROM complicated the situation for Greece, which appeared in certain
isolation. For instance the land communication became difficult approachable. Main routes
to Greece were by ferry boats from Italian Venice, Trieste, Ancona, Bari and Brindisi to
Igoumenitsa and Patras or by air. The Czech and Slovak Federal Republic was focusing at its
own political and economic transformation. The Soviet Warsaw Pact parallel organization to
NATO ceased of its existence in Prague in July 1991. After that, the Czechoslovak diplomacy
focused primarily towards European Union and NATO integration. The inner problems of the
country ended up by Velvet divorce, when Czechoslovakia stopped exist.
The successor country Czech Republic retook all obligations, which had originated from
previous bilateral commitments between forms of Czechoslovakia and Greece.122 The
success of bilateral agreements was finished at the end of summer 1994. The diplomatic
relations between the Czech Republic and Greece started at the very first day of the Czech
existence on 1st January 1993. The foreign office in Athens was temporarily working at level
of chargé d’affaires from January 1993 until April 1994. The first Czech Ambassador in
Athens was Jiří Marvan and the first Hellenic Ambassador in Prague Epaminondas Peios.123
Orientation towards EU and NATO had become a key priority in Czech foreign policy. To
reach this target, Czechs focused extremely towards West. They somehow oversaw the fact
that Greece is inseparable part of both organizations. So it would be diplomatically
appropriate to put Czech-Greek relations onto higher priority. However, the bilateral
relations of 1990s stood aside of importance from both sides Czech and Greek. The
characteristics of mutual relations were friendly without rifts, but limited. The Czech
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Republic recognized FYROM under this name as it was enlisted in UN, but in bilateral
relations with FYROM it uses the term “Macedonia” or “Republic of Macedonia”.124
The mutual visits have been raising its intensity. In May 1993 the Czech president Václav
Havel was awarded the Onassis Prize for Man and Mankind by the Onassis Foundation in
Athens. In November 1994 Czech minister of foreign affairs Josef Zieleniec visited Athens for
series of political negotiations, which resulted in official visit of Hellenic ministry of foreign
affairs Theodoros Pangalos in April 1997. The official connections have been established also
on parliamentary level, Vouli and Poslanecká sněmovna. So the delegation of Czech
Parliament visited its Athens colleagues, while the Hellenic Committee made a return visit in
May 1995. A working visit of the Czech Prime minister Václav Klaus at that time was made in
July 1997 and he did the same as President in 2006. An end of intermezzo in deepening the
mutual relations has been replaced by swift development since the late 1990s. The visit of
the Hellenic Prime minister Konstantinos Simitis in April 1998 was preceded by another one
made by minister of defense Akis Tsochatzopoulos in January of the year.125

The New Era of bilateral relations after the Czech accession to NATO and EU
On 12th March 1999 the Czech Republic entered NATO. Prague and Athens became official
allies and they have finally stood on the same side of barricade. However, the Czech position
was unenviable, because only 12 days after the accession, NATO initiated bombing of
Yugoslavia. Greek and Czech good political relations resulted in signing a peace initiative
between both ministers of foreign affairs George Papandreou and Jan Kavan in Beijing. The
initiative Papandreou-Kavan demanded resolving of the Kosovo crisis – to present peacekeeping forces, withdrawal of Serbian troops, local administration in the province and the
return of refugees in order to stop bombing of Serbian lands.126
A direct consequence of the initiative was signing Memorandum of Czech-Greek
Cooperation for the Economic Reconstruction and Development of Southeastern Europe in
February 2000 in Thessaloniki.127 Hellenic president Stefanos Konstantinopoulos
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accompanied by Georgios Babiniotis,a new rector of National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens visited Prague. During the official meeting with Václav Havel, they were discussing
the role of separate European defense, which would not be in contrary to NATO.
Stefanopoulos also offered to share a role with Greece in uniting the disintegrated
Balkans.128
Few months later that year the Agreement between the Ministry of Agriculture of the
Czech Republic and the Ministry of Agriculture of the Hellenic Republic on Economic, Scientific
and Technical Cooperation was signed.129 Since January 2001 Agreement between the
Government of the Czech Republic and the Government of the Hellenic Republic on Economic,
Industrial and Technological Cooperation entered into force. In 2001 it was followed by
Protocol between the Ministry of Defense of the Czech Republic and the Ministry of National
Defense of the Hellenic Republic on Cooperation in Military Education.130
Mutual visits became frequent. In 2003 Czech president Václav Klaus and Prime Minister
Vladimír Špidla signed the Treaty of Accession to the European Union 2003 in Athens – as we
have mentioned in the beginning of this text. The accession to the EU in May 2004 opened a
new dimension of mutual relations. The president Václav Klaus was present at the opening
ceremony during Olympic Games in Athens 2004. In May 2006 Greece cancelled a temporary
work permit limitations for Czechs. During his state visit in November 2006, President Václav
Klaus and his Greek counterpart spoke well about smooth Czech-Greek relations. During the
visit Klaus was signing his book published by Kastaniotis in Eleftheroudakis store.131
During the summer 2009 Hellenic Army contributed a special gift to the Czech Republic
within NATO cooperation. These were three tanks M48, M60 and Leopard 1 for purposes of
[Greek], Memorandum o Česko-řecké kooperaci při ekonomické rekonstrukci a rozvoji oblastí jihovýchodní
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museum. Symbolical keys were exchanged between both deputies of ministry of defenses
Konstantinos Tassoulas and Jan Fulík. The present is very valuable, because those tanks are
the only ones in the Czech territory. Now they serve as comparisons of Warsaw pact and
NATO armies for attendants of museum.132
In December 2009 the Hellenic President Karolos Papoulias reciprocally visited Prague.
The main topic of discussions was mutual economic relations, which entered new phase
after that Treaty of Lisbon entered into force in December 2009. Besides that Papoulias was
speaking with Klaus and other representatives also about next EU enlargements,
Southeastern Europe, role of Turkey in EU and the Cyprus issue. They also talked about
situation in Iraq, Afghanistan and about climate changes.133 This last issue is interesting,
because Klaus belongs to the biggest opponents of global warming theory.134
In 2010 Program of Educational and Cultural Cooperation for the years 2010 – 2013 was
signed. It serves regularly updated every 4 years within the framework of the Agreement on
Cultural and Educational Cooperation concluded in 1976.135 The same year Václav Havel was
awarded “Homo Hellenicus” by Symposium of Delphiki Idea.136 In 2011 entered into force
Agreement on Cooperation in Tourism that replaced the Agreement on Tourist Cooperation
from 1980.137 Since 1st July 2011 entered into force Security Agreement between the
Government of the Czech Republic and the Government of the Hellenic Republic on the
Mutual Protection of Exchanged Classified Information.138
Shortly after the last visit of Papoulias in Prague; Greece was hit by the biggest downturn
since the WWII. Among other things it has direct impact to mutual relations. Czech
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politicians made profit from Greek fiscal crisis during the parliamentary elections 2010. The
determination towards Greek situation became noticeable element throughout the entire
campaign. The centre-right Civic Democratic Party (ODS) and its former leader Petr Nečas
was pointing out that the policy of Czech Social Democratic Party (ČSSD) would lead into
“Greek scenario”.
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The first vice-chairman of the right wing conservative party TOP 09

Miloslav Kalousek claimed three weeks before elections that austerity measure of Czech
state budgets are necessary in order not to finish like Greece and that ČSSD would ruin the
country by implementing “the Greek style .140 The campaign was successful and ODS with
TOP 09 created governmental coalition of austerity measures. The entire campaign and any
comparison to the Greek fiscal situation in order to explain implementing its own policy
became generally known as “Strašení Řeckem”, which may be translated as “Scaring by
Greece”.141
In the end of summer 2011 President Václav Klaus only added fuel to the fire, when he gave
the interview to the Czech media Právo about the current Greek crisis: “I do not blame
Greeks. Every country may choose if she works at quarter, half or full throttle of her own
limits. She would be able to say whether they would like spend more hours under the shadow
of cypresses and drink ouzo, or they would like to spend more time at work. If Greece decides
to spend more time with ouzo under cypresses than it is valid choice. Nevertheless she cannot
enter into monetary union with Germany.”142 The reaction of Greek Prime Minister was
prompt: “With a big sadness I heard the Czech President Václav Klaus who is known as antiEuropean, but he wants now to express his populist anti-Europeanism by telling off Greeks
that we [the Greeks] are enjoying and they [the others] are hardworking, etc.143 The
conclusion of this unpleasant dialog through media was tempered by reaction of Klaus that
the meaning was shift due to the wrong translation. Later he pointed in more friendly way
that fault does not belong to Greeks only, but also to their lenders. And he stressed out the
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fact that he would never compare working level of Greeks and Czechs. He would find Czech
labor productivity low anyway, Klaus said.144
Still we can call the relations firm as it is described by the Hellenic Ministry of Foreign
Affairs: Greek-Czech political relations are at very good level and have grown stronger since
the Czech Republic’s accession to NATO (1999) and the European Union (2004).145

Utilities of Czech-Greek Missions
As we described precisely overall bilateral relations, let’s have a short look at the technical
side of our issue. The Czech Republic network of foreign offices in Greece belongs generally
to the smaller type of Czech foreign representation, but among them it poses really
extensive utilities and staff. The main office is the Embassy of the Czech Republic. It is
located among many other foreign embassies in Athens in representative villa city part
Palaio Psychiko in the street Georgiou Seferi. The current Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary is Mrs. Hana Ševčíková. There are Departments of Policy & Press, Commerce
& Economics, Consular and Cultural Department. As stated its main priorities are to
strengthen bilateral relations in all areas, to pursue political dialogues on EU and regional
affairs, to develop mutual economic and trade contacts, to promote Czech Republic and to
provide consular services together with promotion of the cultural and educational
exchanges.146
Aside of the Embassy there are Honorary Consulates of the Czech Republic in Thessaloniki
for the Macedonia and Thrace area, in Irakleio for the Crete and Santorini and one in
Piraeus. Also in Thessaloniki there is Foreign office of the Czech Republic and Czech–Greek
Council located between the Exhibition centre and University of Macedonia in Egnatia street.
Greek–Czech chamber is located in Athens Palaio Faliro and Expatriate Greek–Czech
Association is in central part of Athens Gyzi.147 During the first direct presidential elections
held in January 2013, the 21 voting participated from the Greek territory in the first round as
following: Karel Schwarzenberg 8 votes (38.10%), Jiří Dienstbier 6 votes (28.57%), Vladimír
Franz 3 votes (14.29%), victorious candidate Miloš Zeman 2 votes (9.52%), Jan Fischer 1 vote
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(4.76%) and Zuzana Roithová 1 vote (4.76%).148 In the second round the 20 voting came to
support its candidate from the Greek territory as following: 13 votes (65%) for Karel
Schwarzenberg and 7 votes (35%) for the victorious candidate Miloš Zeman.149
Greece holds the Embassy in Střešovice villa part of the Prague in street Na Ořechovce,
where many other embassies may be found. Since 2012 Georgios Paizis had been a new
Ambassador. On 30th May 2012 he visited Metropolitan of the Czech lands and Slovakia
Christopher of Prague and asked him for blessing for successful activities in the Czech
Republic.150 Three weeks earlier he gave an interview to Czech News Agency (ČTK), where he
described the necessity of austerity measures in Greece and staying in the Eurozone. He was
pointing his stress from rise of the extreme right party Golden Dawn (Chrysi Avgi/Χρυσή
Αυγή), which he found only as temporary phenomena connected with the economic
hardship. He was also attracting Czechs to come for their holidays just to Greece, because
the tourism is not touched by the fiscal crisis.151 Paizis experienced hottest moment probably
on 26th November 2012, when over two hundred people demonstrated in front of the
Hellenic Embassy handing a petition with 21 thousand signatures. They demanded releasing
Martin Pezlar and Ivan Buchta, two Czech PC programmers who had been arrested on 9th
September 2012 in Greece for capturing military objects on the island of Limnos. Both of the
programmers were employers of the Bohemia Interactive and authors of controversial action
military PC game Arma III, whose entire plot is located in the Limnos.152 The case was put on
the agenda on the highest level of the Prime Ministers and the Presidents. However the
speculations were rising, because the Bohemia Interactive develops also software for real
armies. For instance the company won a tender value 10.3 million dollars for U.S. Navy.153
Finally both arrested for espionage were released in January 2013.154
Since summer 2013 the new head of the mission has become Panagiotis Sarris who gave
his Diplomatic Credentials during personal meeting with the President Václav Zeman on 11 th
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June 2013.155 Hellenic consular office in Prague is in the same address as the Embassy and
the Head of Consular Section is Georgios Koutso. There is also a Commercial Section and its
Head is Ioannis Pappas.156
There is Czech–Hellenic society located in Prague 4 with the other office in Athens. Since
2000 a representation of Lyceum Club of Greek Women in Brno has been established. This
initiative for spread the idea of Hellenism has 66 offices, out of which 50 are in Greece, 9 in
Europe and 7 elsewhere.157 There existed Czech–Greek commercial chamber in Prague, but
the organization does not seem to be function anymore. Cultural exchange works also on
regional level. Some municipalities hold mutual partnership relations. The sister town and
cities are Alimos (Attiki) with District of Prague 6, Distomo (Boeotia) with Lidice, Kallithea
(Attiki) with District of Prague 5, Nikaia (Attiki) with Frýdek–Místek, Pefki (Attiki) with Krnov,
Piraeus (Attiki) with Ostrava, Preveza with Sušice and Ptolemaida (Kozani) with Most.158
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Economic Relations
Economic interactions started immediately after the independent Czechoslovakia was
proclaimed in 1918. The trade negotiations concluded in 1925, 1932 and 1937 made
relatively busy trade exchange between the both countries in the entire interwar period. The
Czechoslovakia was purchasing mainly the tobacco, wine, Mediterranean fruits, lamb skins
and intestines, iron pyrite and ores. Those products made over 90% of Hellenic export to
Czechoslovakia. On the other side, Greece demanded Czechoslovak sugar, glass and
porcelain goods, textile and manufacturing products, automotives and military equipment.
This exchange ended by WWII.159
Economic relations were the most affected side of the political arrangement during the
Cold war era. In 1951 the trade exchange was almost as equal as the zero value. Since then
the economic relations started slowly to improve in a very limited way. The trade agreement
concluded in 1954 together with Most Favorite Nation opened for Czechoslovakia to take
part in Thessaloniki International Fair in 1954. The Czechoslovak attendance had been first
since the end 1930s.160 The attendance of Eastern bloc exhibitors was noticed in 1954 in
newspapers. They warned from Eastern European electronic devices, because they may
contain stolen Western technologies, and thus made them eligible to be confiscated.161
Stake of Czechoslovak–Greek trade balance shared 0.19% of Hellenic foreign trades from
1950 until 1952. For the next three years until 1955 the balance improved, when it rose from
0.19% to 0.61%. So the stake of Czechoslovak-Greek trade projected into Hellenic overall
foreign trades tripled. The same occurred for the period 1956–1961, when the Czechoslovak
partition on Greek foreign trade was equal to 1.87%. For the period 1962–1966, last before
military coup d’état 1967 in Greece and Spring of Prague 1968, the share of foreign trade
relatively mildly decreased, when the Czechoslovak partition on Hellenic foreign trade was
equal to 1.51%.162
The clearing agreement from 1964 made it the all main observed indexes – export,
import, balance – mutually rising. By the year 1970 they quadrupled. The general decrease
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of mutual trade exchange during 1980s was caused of economic problems, which had been
already mentioned. In order to revive somehow trade contacts, cooperation agreements
were signing at that time. Those contracts were dealing with constructing Lorries, tractors,
etc. But effects were only partly successful.
The real change was brought by the end of Cold war. Hellenic companies could establish
their representations in the Czech Republic and the opposite. So entered the country Greek
business subjects not related to the political Diaspora. Main explosion was noticed in the
outcome travel agencies frequently run by Greeks. Other typical sector became gastronomy,
which is typical for every Hellenic Diaspora. Also chain store started to occur in the Czech
Republic. Let’s mention at least Attr@tivo stores and the Coca Cola Hellenic. On the other
hand not all shots were successful. In 1997 a concept of all electronics in one store was
brought to the Czech Republic and other Eastern European countries by chain store
Electrocity, which is known in Greece as Kotsovolos. The expansion was so swift that it failed
in the same time. Supply management, new department stores required smooth
organization, which was not able to absorb such a fast increase of incomes and expenses.
Immediately it became the largest store with electronics in the Czech Republic with around
400 employers and some years Electrocity/Kotsovolos was enjoying no competitors at all.
The decay was rising during the 2003, when sales decreased below 40 million of Euros. This
meant that the company was not among 50 top traders in the country. The speculations
about end were rising on Christmas 2003, which were confirmed by the General manager
Christos Barberis shortly thereafter.163
During 1990s Greece was importing from the Czech Republic mainly machines, devices,
automotives, tractors, metallurgical and steel products, glass, porcelain and some raw
materials. On the other side in the same period, Greece was exporting to the Czech Republic
mainly lemons, fruits, vegetable, tobacco, food products, cotton and some raw materials.
Greek export to the Czech Republic represented 0.2% of total Czech imports. On the other
side Czech export to Greece was equal as 0.4% on entire Hellenic import.164
In the mutual trade exchange, Greek import dominates largely over Greek export as
demonstrates following table:
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Tab. 1 – Mutual Trade between the Hellenic Republic and the Czech Republic in Million €

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

GREEK EXPORT
TO CZ

GREEK IMPORT
FROM CZ

TURNOVER

BALANCE

28.2
31.9
49.2
40.0
44.9
51.4
51.8
62.6
71.2
71.5
63.9
73.5
90.7
116.9
119.7
132.1
102.3
132.1
137.8
130.6

65.6
55.4
70.3
74.2
75.8
75.6
76.2
130.0
149.5
160.4
208.6
207.2
238.5
327.1
338.8
359.5
296.1
278.7
283.0
220.1

93.9
87.3
119.5
114.2
120.7
127.0
128.0
192.7
220.7
232.0
272.5
280.8
329.2
444.0
458.5
491.5
398.4
410.8
420.8
350.7

-37.4
-23.6
-21.1
-34.2
-30.8
-24.2
-24.3
-67.4
-78.3
-88.9
-144.7
-133.7
-147.8
-210.2
-219.2
-227.4
-193.8
-146.6
-145.2
-89.5

Source: Český statistický úřad (Czech Statistical Office)

From the very beginning of the Czech Republic existence we may see the immediate
domination of Czech export over the Greek export. Both export and import items were more
or less growing. Before hitting the economic crisis in 2009, Hellenes exported to the Czech
Republic over four times more in comparison to the initial year 1993. The Czech export has
larger total amount. The volumes became almost five times larger comparing to the initial
year 1993. As we can observe, in absolute terms the value of Hellenic export reached the
lowest year of Czech export value (1993) in 2000. The overall amounts imported from the
Czech Republic since 2001 have not been caught by Hellenic overall export per year even
today. So the Czech Republic exported more volumes in 2001 and later on than Greece has
exported in its best year of export.165
We may state that the ratio between Hellenic export/import and Czech export/import is
also considerably negative. As shows the following table, the long time trend has been
changing since 2009. Between 2003 and 2009 Czechs were exporting to Greece three times
165
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more than they were importing from Greece. The breaking point became the burst of the
fiscal crisis by the end of 2009. Since then the Hellenic exports to the Czech Republic
comparing to its import has been constantly strengthening, while the Czech export has
recorded a deep slump. Important note is that in order to reach active balance sheet a ratio
over one is necessary:
Graph 1 – Ratio of Export/Import between the Hellenic Republic and the Czech Republic
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Source: Calculations of author

The balance sheet was until 1999 relative favorable. Since the year 2000 the balance ratio
had got worsening rapidly in absolute numbers. Absolute losses given by the passive balance
sheet are compassed in following table. The line shows the overall value of mutual trade in
millions of Euros. In order to reach gains, surplus over zero is necessary:
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Graph 2 – Recorded Hellenic balance sheet of mutual trade with Czech Republic in millions €
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In 2011 the Greek foreign trade turnover reached 65 723.6 million Euros according to the
Hellenic Statistical Authority (ELSTAT). According to the ELSTAT the value of foreign
exchange trade with the Czech Republic significantly differs. For instance, in 2011 Hellenic
export to the Czech Republic was equal to 114 million Euros and import from Czech Republic
was 200 million Euros. See the adequate numbers provided by the Czech Statistical Office for
2011 reaching 137.8 million Euros in the first case and 283.0 Euros in the other case,
respectively. Discrepancies between both statistical offices are common according to the
Czech Embassy in Athens.166 Following these figures, the Czech Republic as an export
country for Greek products represents 39th place. For the Hellenic import the Czech Republic
is the 33rd most important partner.167
According to the Czech Statistical Office, Greece used to be for Czechs more significant
country. Rank in the period that was preceding the crisis time position of Greece as the
export partner was oscillating between 25 and 30. Greek stake in the Czech import was
pending between 35th and 40th position.168 The fiscal crisis had profound impact on mutual
trade exchange. In 2009 Czech export to Greece dropped by 15.4%, although the figures are
relative. Some commodities recorded surprising increase. Automotives from the Czech
Republic to Greece increased by stunning +36%, equipments dealing with data processing
166
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+7.5%, Monitors, projectors and TV tuners +4.1%, musical instruments and equipments,
electronic data carriers +2.8%. On the other the biggest slump was noticed by tractors 72.8%, mineral fuels and minerals and lubricants -43.6%, raw materials -28%, market
products -23.2%, chemicals -22.9%, manufacturing consumer goods -22.8%, food products
and live animals -17.55%, heavy machines -7%, beverages and tobacco -4.8%, prams, toys,
games and sport equipment -3.6% .169
In 2012 the largest Czech commodity exported to Greece was machinery and transport
equipment representing 55.8% of Czech export to Greece. However it recorded a profound
decrease -34.4% comparing to previous year 2011. The other hand main commodities in
2012 were manufactured goods classified chiefly by material 16.1% increased by +2.0%
comparing to 2011; miscellaneous manufactured articles 13.4% increased by +3.5%
comparing to 2011 and food and live animals 2.9% increased by +10.3% comparing to the
previous year.170 The information displaying the percentage’s shift does not express the
overall stake, but only the shift within the only one monitored commodity. For instance
mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials represented the mere 0.4% stake in the Czech
export to the Greek market, but the increase comparing to the previous year 2011 was 300%
making it the dominantly largest growing commodity. Projecting the commodities into
concrete items road vehicles pose 41.9% of all items shrunken by -40.0% comparing to 2011;
Office machines and automatic data-processing machines pose 20.6% increased by +30.0%
comparing to 2011; Telecommunications and sound-recording and reproducing apparatus
and equipment pose 15.4% shrunken by -57.3% comparing to 2011; electrical machinery,
apparatus and appliances, n.e.s., and electrical parts thereof (including non-electrical
counterparts, n.e.s., of electrical household-type equipment) pose 9.8% shrunken by -55.0%
comparing to 2011; Telecommunications and sound-recording and reproducing apparatus
and equipment pose 7.4% shrunken by -7.1% comparing to 2011. The entire Czech export to
Greece dropped by 22.2%. The drop was felt mainly in the road car industry, which is the
traditional Czech exporting issue in general.171
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The Hellenic export to the Czech Republic consists mainly of food and live animals 30.2%
recording -5.5% decrease comparing to 2011, manufactured goods classified chiefly by
material 30.0% recording -4.4% decrease comparing to 2011, machinery and transport
equipment 13.1% recording +59.3% increase comparing to 2011, beverages and tobacco
10.1% recording -4.3% decrease comparing to 2011 and miscellaneous manufactured articles
represented 6.3% recording -21.0% decrease comparing to 2011. Rest of the commodities
group was insignificant.172
The particular items exported from the Hellenic Republic to the Czech Republic enclosed
with the index from previous year 2011 were aluminum (+10.3%); fruits, fresh and dried nuts
(-6.5%); Fresh, cooled or frozen vegetable, roots, tubers (+0.5); raw tobacco, waste tobacco
(-0.4%); canned fruits and fruit products (+12.7%) and copper (-32.3%).173 The classification
groups and items have been adjusted according to the category set by United Nations so
called Standard International Trade Classification (SITC).174
As we can demonstrate in the conclusion of the chapter, the mutual trade has been
dropping down after the fifteen consecutive years 1993–2008 of constant growth. On the
other hand the most likely explanation is the burst of economic crisis. If we watch in the
Graph 3 the overall turnover in mutual trade, we can observe the partial decay. In the most
trading year between the Czech Republic and Greece, the mutual exchange reached almost
half billion Euros. Nevertheless the mutual trade contacts exist and the trade connection is
working. In the relative terms, which mean to include distance size and power of both
markets the economic relations seems to be strong, busy and developed.
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Graph 3 – Overall turnover between Greece and the Czech Republic in millions €
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Tourism
In this last place, let’s expose the tourist relations between the Czech Republic and Greece.
The boom of massive tourism has started since 1960s as a result of consumer society with a
lot of free time. This was valid especially for the young generation, which was the first one
without experience of disastrous war.175 People wanted to enjoy their life. Something like
this was absolutely unthinkable under the communist society. The borders were strictly
guarded and no travelling was possible. In communist Czechoslovakia the only option how to
get abroad were rare permissions through state agencies ROH, ČEDOK and CKM. The
destinations were limited usually to Bulgaria, Hungary and German Democratic Republic.
Exceptionally some were allowed to travel to Yugoslavia. This restriction was due to
possibility of escape from Yugoslavia as a non-East country to the West. In this time, the
travelling between Czechoslovakia and Greece was very limited. At first place, it was allowed
mostly to the Greek community in Czechoslovakia after 1974, when international settings
became convenient and relevant treaties were concluded. The Czechoslovaks who got to
Greece could have been mainly politicians, officers, scientists, cultural experts, doctors or
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other delegations. Individual travelers were completely unique; most of them were awarded
permission to visit Greece exceptionally due to mixed marriage e.g.176
Opening the borders in 1989 completely changed the character of Greek-Czech tourism.
Czechs discovered quickly a mass tourism, one of the most developed Hellenic products.
During the nineties many travel agencies were established in the Czech Republic. Since then
Greece has been belonging to traditional top tourist destination for Czechs.
In 2012 Greece visited 15.5 million foreign tourists. Almost 290 thousands of them were
Czechs, who represented 1.86% and 18th rank of all international tourist arrival to Greece.
Comparing to 2011 there was slight decrease of total Czech visits by -6.5%.177 We may see
that the numbers are relatively stable comparing to the other years:
Tab. 2 – Czech out coming Tourism to Greece

2010
2011
2012

CZECH TOURISTS
IN GREECE
294 236
309 062
289 034

INDEX TO THE
PREVIOUS YEAR

+10.0%
+4.8%
-6.5%

RANK

STAKE

th

1.96%
1.88%
1.96%

16
19th
18th

TOTAL AMOUNT
OF ALL TOURISTS

15 007 490
16 427 247
15 517 622

Source: Syndesmos Ellinikon Touristikon Epichiriseon SETE and calculations of author

For the Czech Republic to analyze similar numbers it is more complicated, because there
is different perception of tourists. Sometimes there is blurred determination between tourist
and business trip. The Czech Statistical Office uses the term “foreign guest in collective
accommodation” instead of tourist. Also duration of the stay varies. The concerning
numbers are expressed in the following table:
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Tab. 3 – Hellenic out coming Tourism to the Czech Republic

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

GREEK TOURISTS
IN CZ
25 030
29 048
41 505
44 558
58 604
56 853
54 869
61 982
74 737
66 648
51 002
44 054
34 737

INDEX TO THE

STAKE

PREVIOUS YEAR

+16.05%
+42.88%
+7.36%
+31.52%
-2.99%
-3.49%
+12.96%
+20.58%
-10.82%
-23.48%
-13.62%
-21.15%

0.52%
0.54%
0.88%
0.88%
0.97%
0.90%
0.85%
0.93%
1.12%
1.10%
0.81%
0.66%
0.48%

TOTAL AMOUNT
OF ALL GUESTS
4 772 794
5 405 239
4 742 773
5 075 756
6 061 225
6 336 128
6 435 474
6 679 704
6 649 410
6 032 370
6 333 996
6 715 067
7 164 576

Source: Český statistický úřad (ČSU) and calculations of author

Even though that from the first look at the enclosed tables it is more likely that Czechs
travel much more frequent to Greece than Greeks to the Czech Republic, it cannot be stated
from these sources. Both indicators of incoming and out coming tourism are only for
surveying purposes. The reason is different methodology of ČSU and ELSTAT. Author of this
M.A. thesis cannot examine, whether both statistic’s indicators were the same. ELSTAT
provides various types of inbounding tourism categories. However dominance of Czech out
coming tourism is logical, because touristic options of Greece and the Czech Republic are
incomparable.
With certainty we may state that amount of Greeks travelling to the Czech Republic was
constantly rising until 2009, when there has started a constant decrease into the volumes
comparable with beginning of the millennium. The most likely explanation is the fiscal crisis,
which is somehow reflected in almost every single issue examined in this paper.
We can also say that in Czech case, Greece is the second most favorite outbound tourist
destination after Croatia. Croatia enjoys around 800 thousands Czechs annually, because of
the geographical, language and political closeness, which is strengthen by more favorable
price levels. On the other hand Greece is considered to be simply more luxurious holidays
than Croatia. Figuring out that every summer around 3% of all Czechs spend their time in
Greece may be considered as general success. The spokesman of The Association of Czech
Travel Agents Jan Papež explains reasons for such a high amount of Czech tourists in Greece.
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First is that Czechs really like, if they can return repeatedly to the same place as previous
year and to speak with the same people. That combines the other Greek advantage – being
friendly hosts.178
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Conclusion
From the presented analysis of bilateral relations between the Hellenic and the Czech
Republic based mainly on Czech sources it follows that the mutual relations are abovestandard and both countries have influenced each other relatively enough. What is another
result from the study is the confirmed fact that there really have occurred the same events
with opposite results, which may generally cause opposite opinions in the major society.
Something that may be perceived as total misunderstanding between the two countries is in
fact sharing the same experience, only with different results. There are many paradigms,
according to which one or the country made its profound historical decisions. The decisions
differ, but the paradigms seem to have the same base. So if we come to the spotlight of the
Hellenic and Czech nation, they share a lot of closeness without realizing it. The motives and
decision making mechanism was motivated by will of the nation survival. When in the 9th
century Hellenic brothers Saint Cyril and Methodius from Thessaloniki brought Christianity,
the first Writ and Old Slavonic to Church (Old Church Slavonic) to the Great Moravia – the
first Czech state entity – it was the very first mutual touch, which stayed aside of the Greek
importance, but it was absolute major event for the old Czechs. Let’s mention again that
Czech Republic celebrates 5th July as the National holiday to commemorate their lifework.
What differs a lot is approach of superpowers and powers, which took Greece due to its
geopolitical and cultural position onto higher level of importance. This multiplied by the
magnificent ancient and medieval Hellenic history resulted in visible self-confidence. This
noticeably lacks in the Czech society. The confidence made Greece definitely stronger in its
hardest periods, while Czechs were usually surrendering without fighting using humor as a
main weapon for survival. The general disbelief is reflected in many factors, all of which does
not have to be always necessarily negative. For instance Jan Hus and the mild part of
Hussites were ahead with its reform ideas of the rest of Europe by a century. Today’s
extreme low level of religiosity in the Czech Republic may be very carefully compared to the
slow general decline of religiosity in the entire EU.
Czechs paid heavy price being adjudged to the Eastern Bloc. Here comes probably the
most important Czechoslovak role in mutual relations, when shortly after the end of the Civil
war in Greece the Czechoslovakia accepted over twelve thousands Greek political refugees
providing them the best possible treat that Czechs could have devoted. After the fall of
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communism in Eastern Europe, the country has been regaining its lost position, but the
progress is slow. On the other side, Greece was attributed to the Western world, which
allowed to the country unprecedented economic development comparing to the
Southeastern Europe. Also being part of NATO since 1952 and EC (EU) since 1981 had
profound positive impacts. Unfortunately the potential was partly wasted.
Greek-Czech relations are traditionally good and strong. From the beginning of their
existence they were limited, but ardent. The certain intermezzo was brought by the Cold
war, which forcedly frozen the relations to lower point. On the other hand, despite being
part of the opposite side of bipolar world they had been constantly growing since 1964,
when foreign offices of both countries were promoted into embassies. Since the fall of iron
curtain mutual relations following same foreign policies regained its former stable position.
Mutual contacts have exponentially risen on all levels, despite the fact that Czech diplomacy
somehow oversaw the opportunity to extend the bilateral relations even more, in order to
get closer to the EU and NATO assessment.
Sharing the EU and NATO since accession of the Czech Republic in 1999 and 2004
respectively, the bilateral relations have been on the best possible level even formally so far.
On the other hand the impact of the Greek fiscal crisis, which has appeared since 2009, was
partly abused in the Czech political scene even by catch-all parties during the elections in
2010. The tragic range of the crisis is time to time used in order to prevent the “Greek way”,
which puts all Greeks into unfair generalization.
The economic relations have two parts. During the first Czechoslovakia, the both
countries started to exchange their products. While Greece was receiving mainly industrial
and manufacturing goods, it was sending to the Czechoslovakia primarily agricultural
products. The trade was cut almost to zero during the Cold War, when the restoration of
economic relations had been rather slow and stagnating. The boost came after the Velvet
Revolution had ended the communist rule. The trade exchange was completely renewed and
again Greece has been receiving mainly manufacturing items. But this time as a consequence
of long economic devastation under communist rule in Czechoslovakia, the items are
frequently only semi-finished products. This is the severe inevitable result of economic
transition. Now Greece exports to the Czech Republic not only food, but also various
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chemicals, raw materials and even industrial products too. The new phenomenon has
become Hellenic retail stores, which may be perceived as a traditional Greek branch –
business. Together with this it must be mentioned mass tourism especially for Czechs who
enjoy repeatedly their holidays in Greece. The fiscal crisis since 2009 needless to say
influenced the mutual trade exchange, but it is the Greek export that has been rising on the
behalf of the import from the Czech Republic.
As far as we can summarize, the mutual relations are having its tradition and stability.
Even though their level is nowadays partly bounded by the fiscal crisis and it is logically more
visible in the economic relations, the political relations remain almost untouched and they
follow superb-rate.
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Appendixes
Tab. 3 – Mutual Trade between the Hellenic Republic and the Czech Republic in
Million €

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

GREEK EXPORT
TO CZ

GREEK IMPORT
FROM CZ

TURNOVER

BALANCE

28.2
31.9
49.2
40.0
44.9
51.4
51.8
62.6
71.2
71.5
63.9
73.5
90.7
116.9
119.7
132.1
102.3
132.1
137.8
130.6

65.6
55.4
70.3
74.2
75.8
75.6
76.2
130.0
149.5
160.4
208.6
207.2
238.5
327.1
338.8
359.5
296.1
278.7
283.0
220.1

93.9
87.3
119.5
114.2
120.7
127.0
128.0
192.7
220.7
232.0
272.5
280.8
329.2
444.0
458.5
491.5
398.4
410.8
420.8
350.7

-37.4
-23.6
-21.1
-34.2
-30.8
-24.2
-24.3
-67.4
-78.3
-88.9
-144.7
-133.7
-147.8
-210.2
-219.2
-227.4
-193.8
-146.6
-145.2
-89.5

Source: Český statistický úřad (Czech Statistical Office)

Tab. 2 – Czech out coming Tourism to Greece

2010
2011
2012

CZECH TOURISTS
IN GREECE
294 236
309 062
289 034

INDEX TO THE
PREVIOUS YEAR

RANK

STAKE

TOTAL AMOUNT
OF ALL TOURISTS

+10.0%
+4.8%
-6.5%

16th
19th
18th

1.96%
1.88%
1.96%

15 007 490
16 427 247
15 517 622

Source: Syndesmos Ellinikon Touristikon Epichiriseon SETE and calculations of author
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Tab. 3 – Hellenic out coming Tourism to the Czech Republic

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

GREEK TOURISTS
IN CZ
25 030
29 048
41 505
44 558
58 604
56 853
54 869
61 982
74 737
66 648
51 002
44 054
34 737

INDEX TO THE
PREVIOUS YEAR

STAKE

+16.05%
+42.88%
+7.36%
+31.52%
-2.99%
-3.49%
+12.96%
+20.58%
-10.82%
-23.48%
-13.62%
-21.15%

0.52%
0.54%
0.88%
0.88%
0.97%
0.90%
0.85%
0.93%
1.12%
1.10%
0.81%
0.66%
0.48%

TOTAL AMOUNT
OF ALL GUESTS
4 772 794
5 405 239
4 742 773
5 075 756
6 061 225
6 336 128
6 435 474
6 679 704
6 649 410
6 032 370
6 333 996
6 715 067
7 164 576

Source: Český statistický úřad (ČSU) and calculations of author

Graph 1 – Ratio of Export/Import between the Hellenic Republic and the Czech
Republic
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Graph 4 – Recorded Hellenic balance sheet of mutual trade with Czech Republic in
millions €
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Graph 3 – Overall turnover between Greece and the Czech Republic in millions €
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Envoy
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Envoy
Ambassador
Ambassador
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Dimitrios Avramidis
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Ioannis Touloupas
Dimitrios Heraklides
Georgios Petrounakos
Leonidas P. Mavromichalis
Vasilios N. Eleftheriades
Konstantinos G. Politis

1992 – 1993
1993 – 1996
1996 – 2000
2001 – 2004
2004 – 2008
2008 – 2012
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Epaminondas Peios
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Ambassador
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Czechoslovak Republic
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Czechoslovak Republic (Exile
Government)
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic/
Czechoslovak Federal Republic
Czechoslovak Federal Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic
The Czech Republic

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, Czech Embassy in Greece, www.mzv.cz.
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List of heads of the Czech (Since 1993) and Czechoslovak diplomatic missions in
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HEAD OF THE MISSION
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Dr. Pavel Wellner
Ing. Pavel Baráček
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Envoy
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Envoy

Ing. Jaroslav Knížka
Ing. Jaroslav Žantovský
Ing. Jozef Nálepka
Jan Lajka
Ján Valko
Doc. PhDr. Jiří Marvan
RNDr. Vladimír Zavázal,
Csc.
Ing. Jana Bulenová
Mgr. Hana Mottlová
PhDr. Hana Ševčíková

Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador

The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece/ The
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The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic

Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador

The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic

Envoy
Envoy
Envoy
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador
Ambassador

RECEIVING COUNTRY
The Kingdom of Greece
The Hellenic Republic
The Hellenic Republic
The Kingdom of Greece
The Kingdom of Greece (Exile
Government)
The Kingdom of Greece

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, Czech Embassy in Greece, www.mzv.cz.
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